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Thirty upland deciduous stands were sarrpled fran the mid-coastal 
Plain to the rnid-Pie:mont in New Kent, Hanover, and I.ouisa Counties. 
Density data for herb and shrub species were collected and 
soil sarrples were collected in each stand. A cluster analysis of 
Vl 
the vegetation data was performed using Euclidean Distance arrl 
"furthest-neighl:or" clustering. Four clusters of stands �re identified. 
A cluster of six stands with Euonyrnus arrericanus as the daninant species 
was strongly related to the Coastal Plain, but the other clusters were 
not physiographically associated. Other important species in the 
analysis were Vaccinium vacillans, Gaylussacia baccata, and Mitchella 
repens. 
The soil nutrients rrost strongly correlated with the daninant 
species were calcium and magnesium. Euonyrnus americanus and associated 
species were positively correlated with these nutrients and the 
ericaceous shrubs were negatively correlated. 
INrIDDUCTION 
Casual observation reveals that Virginia upland forests are often 
dominated by pines which are successional tree species. The succes­
sional nature of Virginia forests is due mainly to the repeated cutting 
of timber over the past b.D to three hundred years and the pericd.ic 
cultivation and abandonment of nost of the ix>tential upland fannland 
in earlier days (Wingo 1949). Thus there is virtually m virgin 
forest left in the state. However, a longstanding interest of plant 
ecology has been to describe ix>tential or climax vegetation of forest 
regions. This aim is often attempted by surveying stands that have 
had sufficient time to return sc::mev,.tiat to their fonner ccrnpositions. 
These late successional stands are also valuable in a:::mparing the 
effects of environmental variables in different areas because the effects 
of man on the stand carp::,sitions are minimized. 
In Virginia, the Coastal Plain and Piedrront physiographic 
provinces are quite distinct geol<XJically, topographically, 
pedol<XJically and to sorre extent climatol<XJically. The Piedrocmt is 
considered to be a degraded peneplane of the older Appalachians, dating 
rrostly from the Precabrian (>230 million years) through the Paleozoic 
(>600 million years) (Dietrich 1970). Thus, the soils are derived fran 
residual material, and the land is well dissected by streams and 
drainageways. 
The Coastal Plain however, is an exposed region of the Continental 
Shelf dating from the Tertiary perioo. (1-70 million years) • The soils 
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are therefore sedimentary in origin and the topography is rrore youthful, 
being less dissected by streams that the Piedrront (Fennanan 1938). 
The Coastal Plain is slightly wanner and on the average receives 
slightly rrore precipitation than the Piedrront. In January, the Coastal 
Plain averages 3. 9
° 
C which is 1.1 
° 
C wanner than the eastern or 
western Piedrront. 
0 
In July the Coastal Plain averages 25.5 C which 
is O. 6 ° C warmer than the eastern Piedrront and 1.1 ° C wanner than the 
western Piedrront. The annual precipitation of the Coastal Plain 
is 1076.4 mn, which is 26.4 mn rrore than the eastern Piedrront and 
7.4 rnn rrore than the �stern Piedrront (U.S. Dept. of Ccmnerce 1973). 
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Floristic differences between the t\-.D provinces have been documented 
in Virginia. Plant species characteristic o:: the southern United States 
which range north into Virginia are rrost carnonly found only on the 
Coastal Plain. Harvill et al. (1977) estimate that approximately 
260 southern species occur in Virginia, of which 200 are found only 
on the Coastal Plain. 
Several investigators have examined the relationship of the 
vegetation to soils in Virginia and adjacent North Carolina. 
Gemtorys (1974) sampled hardwood forest vegetation and soils in 
Prince Edward County, Virginia, and similar research has been performed 
in North carolina in Granville County (Dayton 1966), Durham County 
(Nemeth 1968), and M:x)re County (Sechrest and Cooper 1970). All of 
these are Piedrront counties except sixty percent of t-bore County 
which is Coastal Plain. 
The M:>0re County research suggests that the vegetation of the 
h-.D physiographic provinces differs because of the greater anounts of 
sand and lower base status of soils on the Coastal Plain. Although 
herb species had similar .importance on toth provinces, the tree canopy 
differed in species caTlfOSition, and shrub species �re less important 
in coastal Plain stands. 
However, the applicability of the North carolina results to 
Virginia is uncertain for several reasons. The coastal Plain in tbore 
county is rrade up of low sandy ridges or "Sandhills" (Sechrest and 
COoper 1970) which are not ccmron in the Virginia coastal Plain. 
Also, the applicability of the M:>ore county research is affected by 
the limited study area which only includes one county. Braun 
(1950) separated the coastal Plain vegetation of the tv.D states into 
b.D different vegetation regions. The Coastal Plain in North Carolina 
and Virginia south of the James River belong to the Southeastern 
Evergreen Forest reoion. However, the Coastal Plain north of the 
James River, and the Pieclrront region in toth states belong to the 
Oak-Pine forest region. Thus from Braun's v.0rk it may be tentatively 
assumed that interphysiographic variation in the vegetation \'.Ould be 
greater in North carolina than in Virginia. 
It is evident therefore, that althouah the climate and soils 
of the b.D provinces in Virginia differ, any vegetational differences 
be�ep the provinces have not been clearly docurrented for Virginia. 
Thus, this study was performed for the purpose of identifying the 
vegetational differences that exist benveen the ttAo provinces in 
Virginia and to determine what edaphic and climatic variables are 
related to the vegetational differences either between or within the 
provlllces. Research was restricted to upland deciduous stands that 
had not been disturbed for twenty years or rrore. Only shrub and herb 
vegetation was sampled because of research time limitations, and also 
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because selective logging, which is a camon practice in Virginia 
forests, would sho.v less affect on herbs and shrubs than trees. 
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THE S'IUDY AREA 
Forest Vegetation 
The forest vegetation of the Virginia Coastal Plain and Piedrront 
has been described by several investigators. Braun (1950) 
recognized two rrajor forest regions in these two areas in her survey 
of eastern deciduous forest, the Oak-Pine and the Southeastern 
Evergreen Forest regions. The Oak-Pine is the rrore extensive of the 
two in Virginia, ex>vermg the Coastal Plain north of the James River 
and virtually all of the Piedrront. The Southeastern Evergreen Forest 
region covers the Coastal Plain south of the Jarries River. Both regions 
extend southward along the Atlantic Coast and then westward along the 
Gulf Coast. 
A major difference in the t:Y.D regions is that pines and broadleaf 
evergreens are rrore important in the Southeastern Evergreen region. 
However, Braun ex>nsidered the pines in l:oth regions to be a product of 
man's disturbance, and the rrost prevalent clinax vegetation of l:oth 
regions to be oak or oak-hickory forest. 
The Southeastern Evergreen Forest region in Virginia also CX>ntains 
many plant species characteristic of the south Atlantic states. 
North of the James River many of these south Atlantic species are 
absent or present only in isolated locations. 
Ware (1970) found that the College Wocrls at Williamsburg, located 
m the Coastal Plain, was strongly related to the Southern Mixed 
Hardwcx:xl Forest (SMHF) described by Quarterman and Keever (1962). 
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The SMHF is an abstract climax vegetation region that covers the 
southeastern Coastal Plain of the United States, virtually the 
same area designated by Braun as the southeastern Evergreen Forest 
region. A number of tree species of high irrportance are present in 
this forest type rather than one or tw::> species being daninant. 
In the College Woods the :iJnrx:>rtant tree species were Quercus 
alba, Liriodendron tulipifera, Pinus taeda, Fagus grandifolia, 
Quercus falcata, and Acer rubrum. Irrp:)rtant shrub species were 
Cornus florida, Myrica �erifera, Euonymus americanus, Vaccinium spp., 
and Sassafras albidum. 
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Harvill et al. (1977) consider mixed har� forest types 
containing beech, maple, and tuliptree to be irrq:x:>rtant on marl areas of 
the Coastal Plain and also on areas underlain by marble on the Piedrront. 
A ravine slope forest in Surry County described by Ackennan 
(Braun 1950) was also of a mixed hardY.ood type, in which the rrajor 
tree species were Fagus grandifolia, Liriodendron tulipifera, and 
carya cordiformis. Braun (1950) termed this stand a mesophytic mixed 
hardwood cornnunity, and noted the occasional presence of similar forest 
corrrnunities on ravine slopes throughout much of the southeastern 
Evergreen Forest region and on slopes aoove oottomland in the oak-Pine 
region. 
The nost widespread deciduous forest type in the Piedrront and to 
a lesser extent in the Coastal Plain is the oak or oak-hickory forest 
(Harvill et al. 1977). Gernl::orys (1974) found 1'l.o major types of oak 
and oak-hickory stands on the uplands in Prince Edward County, located 
in the south-central Piednont. On xeric upland stands the dcrninant 
tree species were oaks which include Quercus Erinus, Q. rubra, 
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Q. falcata, and Q. ste!lata. Inportant liana, shrub, arrl subshrub 
species were Vacc.inium spp., Arnpelopsis arborea, and Chimaphila rraculata. 
On rrore rnesic sites Q. alba, carya tanentos�, Pinus echinata, Acer 
rubrt.nn, arrl other pines and har&amls were cn111on trees. Inportant 
shrub, liana, and understory species on mesic sites were Cercis 
�densis, Cornus florida, Parthenocisi� efolia, and Vitis 
rotunclifolia. 
Scanlan (1976) studied several mesic upland har� stands 
adjacent to Lake Anna in IDuisa County, which is located in the 
north-central Piedrront. Three of these stands were characterized by 
Quercus alba, the daninant tree species. Other irrportant tree species 
in these three stands were Q. falcata, carya spp., and Liriodendron 
tulipifera. Inportant shrubs and understory species were Euonyrnus 
americanus, Vacc.in.ium spp., arrl Cornus florida, and irrportant herbs 
and subshrubs were pesrodium nucliflorum, Chimaphila rraculata, and 
Mitchella repens. Fagus 9Eandifolia was the daninant tree in tWJ 
post-logging successional stands with Q. alba, carya spp., Liriodendron 
tulipifera, and Acer rubrum of lesser i.rrportance. Shrub vegetation in 
these stands was similar to that in the oak daninated stands although 
Kalnria latifolia was very dense in one stand. lrrµ>rtant herbs in 
these stands were Carex spp., Galium sp., and several species of grasses. 
The beech daninated stands rrentioned here seen to be related to the 
rnesophytic mixed hardw:xxls rrentioned by Braun (1950) and the Beech­
Maple-Tuliptree forest rrentioned by Harvill et al. (1977). Both of 
these stands were located on slopes aoove the North Anna River, and 
thus correspond to the site description given by the aoove-rrentioned 
authors for this forest type. 
Soils 
Corrm:m soils in the Coastal Plain portion of the study area 
are of the Faceville, Marlboro, and Kernpsville series. Soils of 
lesser irrportance are of the Sassafras and Caroline series in the 
nore eastern stands and the Craven, Duplin, and Bourne series in the 
nore western Coastal Plain stands. These soils are all sedimentary 
in origin. The study area soils in the Coastal Plain are rrost 
carmonly sandy loams and fine sandy loams and range fran very strongly 
to medium acid (pH 4. 5 to 6. 0) ; (USDA unpublished, VPI & SU no date 
[n.dJ ) . 
The Piednont portion of the study area includes several rra.jor 
soils all of which have originated fran igneous parent rra.terial. 
An association of Cecil and Appling soils extends fran the fall zone 
(the eastern edge of the Piedm:mt) for approximately 48 km westward. 
These soils are primarily loams, sandy loams, and fine sandy loams 
are derived from granite, gneiss, and schist. Other .unportant soils 
include the Wedc:,..Jee, Fluvanna, Tallapoosa, and Worsham soils. These 
soils are extrerrely to strongly acidic (pH belCM 4.6 to 5.5); (VPI 
& SU n.d., USDA 1976). 
West of the Cecil and Appling zone the Nason-Tatum soil 
association extends for approximately 6.5 km. These W=Stern soils are 
derived. fran sericite schist and are silt loams on the three study 
sites in this region. They are typically very strongly acidic 
(pH 4 • 5 to 5 • 0) • 
West of the Nason-Tatum association, soils in the stooy area 
are Grover sandy loam and Colfax and Durham fine sandy loams. They 
are derived fran granite and granite gneiss, and range fran very 
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strongly acidic to strongly acidic (pH 4.5 to 5.5). 
Thus the soils of l::oth provinces are similar texturally and are 
classified as loams and fine sandy loams with the exception of the 
Nason and Tatum silt loams in three Piedrront stands. The pH nay 
occur at an equally lo.,., acidity in l::oth provinces ranging dawn to 4.5, 
but may range as high as 6.0 in the Coastal Plain as corrpared to only 
5.5 in the Piednont. 
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METHODS 
1. Selection of Stands -------
New Kent, Hanover, and lDuisa Counties were chosen for study 
because as shc,..m in Figure 1, they fonn an unbroken land mass from 
the rnid-COastal Plain to the rnid-Piedrront. The sarrple stands in these 
three counties were selected within 8 km of a 116 km transect line 
with an approximate ccrnpass direction of 29° northwest. The transect 
was divided into six 19.3 km segments and five stands in each segrrent 
were selecterl for detailed study. 
Eight of the stands �re discovererl with the assistance of the 
Chesapeake Corporation of Virginia and Continental Forest Industries. 
The other twenty-two stands were selecterl after extensive field 
exploration of the transect area with help fran several real estate 
agents and county foresters. 
A total of 30 stands was selected for sampling (See Apperrlix A 
for stand locations and site descriptions). The stands are number 
coderl frcrn #1 to #30 in ascending order fran east to �st. Stands 
#1-17 are locaterl in the Coastal Plain and #18-30 are Piedrront stands. 
The stands were selecterl subjectively by geographic location on 
the basis of their maturity and lack of disturbance in order to exclude 
canpositional variability due to succession. They were harogeneous 
upland deciduous (less than 25% pine) forest, and had no evidence of 
logging or grazing for the last U\e1ty years or rrore. Stands having 
a tree canopy cover of eighty-five percent or rrore were assuned to have 
10 
Figure 1. The study area in central Virginia shCMinq the Coastal Plain 
and Piedrront physiographic provinces, the three county 
§_anple area,and the location of the 30 sampled stands. 
11 
The dotted line is the fall zone which separates the Piedrront 
fran the Coastal Plain. Open square syrnl::ols indicate 
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escaped logging for the past twenty years. Stands �e also required 
to have no evident brCMSe line and no remnants of old fence enclosures. 
When i:ossible, landowners were consulted to verify the absence of 
disturbance in the recent history of the stands. 
2. Vegetation Sarrpling 
In each of the 30 stands, the herb and shrub species were sampled 
along a 100 rn transect line. The transect was rositioned rrore than 
30 rn fran the edge of the stand, thereby reducing the probability of 
sampling edge species. Occasionally the canpass direction of a part 
of the transect was altered to avoid sarnpling the 30 rn stand margin. 
In stands with slopes of seven percent or greater, the transect was 
positioned perpendicular to the slo:pe if rossible so that the vegetation 
was sarnpled in both high and low areas of the stand. Small strearris or 
swa.rrpy areas were sanetimes present in the lower areas. When these wet 
areas were encountered along the transect, sampling was halted at the 
edge of the dry habitat and continued on the oprosite side of the wet 
area. 
Rectangular quadrats of 8 rn2 were randanly placed at fifteen 
:p:>ints along the transect line. Their dimensions with respect to the 
transect line were 2 rn parallel to the transect and 4 rn perpendicular 
to it. Each quadrat's location was determined by selecting one of 
the meter marks along the 100 rn transect, using a random numbers 
table. The quadrats -were placed alternately to the left and right 
side of the transect. 
The densities of all herb and shrub species -were detennined for 
each quadrat. Trees and \\OCXly lianas �e not sarrpled. Herbs were 
considered to be all non-v.cxxly vascular plant species. Shrubs -were 
defined as w:xxly species which normally grow less than 5 m high. The 
shrub definition, hc::Mever, is stated only for the purpose of the 
present research and should not be construed as a strict taxonanic 
definition. 
In rrost cases herb and shrub density was determined by counting 
the number of sterns errerging fran the leaf litter. However for 
grasses and sedges, the number of fascicles was counted and for ferns 
the number of clumps was counted. The nU'nber of rachises per clurrp 
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of ferns varied from approximately three for Polystichurn �crostichoides, 
to five for Thelypteris palustris. 
Voucher specirrens of. species found in the sample quadrats were 
collected and they were identified to the species level when possible 
according to the norrenclature of Radford et al. (1968). These vouchers 
were deposited at the V. C. U. herba.riurn. Many grasses and irrrnature 
herbs -were difficult to identify because no flowers or fruits 
were present. Consequently, they and other unkn:>wns "Were coded as 
unknown for the analysis. 
3. Soil Sampling 
In each stand, the soil was sampled along the 100 m vegetation 
transect line except in tvo stands where the soil had been disturbed 
during the six rronths be� vegetation sarrpling and soil sampling. 
In stand 11 the soil was sarnpled fran only 50 m of the transect and 
in stand 24 the soil was sarnpled in an alternate location in the stand. 
The soil sample for a stand consisted of 15 soil cores taken 
with a 2 an-diarreter soil auger. The 15 cores "Were alternately 
collected 5 rreters to the right and left side of the 100 rreter 
vegetation transect at regular intervals. At each ooring point the 
litter was brushed aside and the auger pushed through the soil to 
a depth of 15 cm. This sample depth included only soil fran the 
. A horizon in several stands, but in rrost stands it included the 
B horizon also. In stands with slopes of 7 percent or rrore, a 
separate 15 core sarrple was collected fran the high area of the 
transect and another 15 core sample was collected frcro the low area 
in order to detect soil differences between the topographic areas. 
Also in each stand the depth of the A horizon was estima.ted fran 
several of the cores and recorded. In stands with slopes of 7 percent 
or greater, the soil depth was rreasured only on the higher portion 
of the transect. 
The cores for each stand were mixed thoroughly in a clean 
polyethylene pail. A portion of the stand sanple was ooxed in a 
15 
� pint cardlx>ard oontainer for chemical analysis. The remaining soil 
was stored in a linen bag to be used for percentage sand determination. 
The packaged sarrples were transported to the laooratory 
separately and air dried at 40 ° C for one to � days. The soil was 
then stored at roan temperature for one to b-Jo nonths before chemical 
analysis. This long storage period may have caused the measured pH 
values to be higher than the actual field values because of co2 
dissipation fran the soil (Daubenmire 1974). Nitrogen may also have 
been lost during storage, but the other nutrients should not have been 
significantly affected (Allen et al. 1976). 
The Soil Testing Laroratory at Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University analyzed the soil samples for pH, percentage 
organic matter, ph:>sphorus (P 2o5) , potassium (K2o) , calcium (caO) , 
magnesium (M:JO), nitrogen (ID3-N), zinc, and manganese (Ix:>nohue and 
M:::Coy 1977). Percentage sarrl was detenn:i.ned by the investigator by 
weighing a harogeneous sarrple of soil and washing it through a .05 rrrn 
soil sieve. The fraction which did not pass through the sieve was 
dried, weighed, and called sand (Brady 1974). The soil attributes 
for each stand are presented in Appendix B. 
4. Pretreatment of Veaetation Data 
The sarrpled plant species are listed in Appendix C. Grasses were 
identified only to genus or family in rrost cases because they seldom 
possessed flowers or fruits. The notation "Isotria-Medola" refers 
to the presence of Isotria verticillata and/or r�eola �irginiana 
within a stand. These b'wD species were oot separately identified 
in several stands because of their similar life forms. 
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For other plants which could not be unequivocally identifie:i to 
species the notation "cf." place:! before the specific epithet indicates 
that a plant resembled a certain species. A hypen between t\-o 
specific epithets indicates that a plant was probably one of the tw:> 
species. 
Shrubs and herbs which were oot identifiable were labeled 
"Un.known Shrub sp. A", "Un.known Shrub sp. B", etc., and "Unknown Herb 
sp. AA", "Unknown Herb sp. AB", etc. Seedlings which could not be 
identified as herbs or shrubs 'M:re labeled "Unkoown Seedling spp." 
Due to the length and timing of the sampling period, 
May 9-July 19, 1977, the following short-lived herbaceous species may 
have been present in the stands only during part of the sampling 
season. Because the interest of this research -was oot in seasonal 
variables, the following species �e not included in further 
analyses: 
Aplectrurn hyanale (Muhl. ex. Willd.) 'Ibrrey 
Piotrychium virginianum (L.) Swartz. 
Liparis lilifolia L. 
Mala.xis unifolia L. 
Orchis spectabilis L. 
Tipularia discolor (Pursh) Nuttall 
Unknown Herb sp. AU 
Unknown Seedling spp. 
5. Conputer Analysis of Data 
The raw density data -were analyzed by Fortran IV programs written 
by M. J. Scanlan using the IBM 360 canputer at the University canputer 
Center at Virginia Cornonv.1ealth University. Cluster analysis of the 
vegetation data was performed on the same rrachine using the SAS 76 
Cluster procedure (Barr et al. 1976). An SAS subroutine was also 




1. Cluster Analysis 
Cluster analysis is an agglomerative method of fonning groups 
of similar entities. The method is useful because it illustrates 
multidimensional relationships in t\-0 dimensions. Al though infonnation 
is lost in this transformation to b.D dimensions {Orloci 1967), the 
cluster analysis is nevertheless quite useful in sirrplifying large 
arrounts of data. The resulting clusters may often be interpreted in 
terms of the known envirornnental gradients {West 1966). 
The stand totals of the unstandardized species densities -Y�re used 
in clustering the stands and the similarity measurement was the 
Euclidean Distance fonnula arployed. by Orloci {1967): 
where: 
x .. , lJ 
D.k= distance between stands 
J j and k 
x
ik
= density of species 
i in stand j or k 
During clustering the stands were grouped according to Johnson's (1967) 
"maximum methcd." In this rnethcd of clustering the distance between 
b.D clusters is defined as the maximum distance between an observation 
in one cluster and an observation in another cluster (Barr et al. 1976). 
This type of clustering tends to produce canpact or distinct clusters. 
"Corrplete linkage" (Sneath and Sokal 1973) and "furthest-neighbor 
clustering" (Clifford and Stephenson 1975) are� other tentlS for this 
strategy. 
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Pritchard and Anderson (1971) considered furthest-neighbor 
clustering to be quite useful in their Scottish vegetation sttrlies. 
In considering various clustering strategies, Clifford and Stephenson 
(1975) concluded that it is not easy to predict the effectiveness of 
a particular rrethoo., but that a method may sirrply be judged by how 
well it �rks in each particular case or type of study. 
In this research, it was expected that species-canposition and 
species-density w::>uld both be irrportant in identifying stand groups. 
In order for the cluster analysis to identify the density differences, 
unstandardized density data were used. Ho.vever, �ycopc:xlium 
flabellifonre created a problem because its density was so much 
greater than the average plant density that it masked the irrportance 
of other species in the� stands \<fuere it occurred. 
This problem arises fran a peculiarity of the Euclidean Distance 
formula. When unstandardized species data are used, stands with 
abnormally high species scores may appear dissimilar to stands with 
similar vegetation and low species scores (Orloci 1967). To correct 
the severe distortion of the cluster analysis due to L. !labelliform:_, 
its density was reduced to one stem per quadrat. This reduction is 
reasonable because of L. flabellifonne's questionable ecological 
significance in the present study and because it is a highly 
rhizomatous plant. Its distribution and. density are greatly affected 
by its use as a decoration during Christ:rras, and thus it is heavily 
harvested in sane areas. Also, because of its rhizC!'T\atous growth 
habit its apparent density greatly exceeds the actual nunber of plants. 
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The cluster diagram is illustrated in Figure 2, with the height 
of each bar corresponding to the Euclidean Distance at e.ach clustering 
level. Distance is expressed on the left axis as a percent of the 
maximum distance in the analysis and on the right axis as Euclidean 
Distance. 
In Figure 2, four clusters of stands are evident at the 30 
percent distance level. The three major clusters are indicated as 
Clusters I, II, and III. The fourth cluster is a singleton, stand 4. 
In terms of absolute density, the clusters are characterized by one or 
rrore daninant shrub species as �11 as subdaninant shrubs and herbs 
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(Table 1 and Appendix D). Sul::clusters within e.ach cluster vary in their 
prop::>rtions of daninants and subdaninants. 
Cluster I consists of six stands daninated by the stra� 
bush, Euonyrnus americanus. Other important Cluster I species are 
Cornus_ florida, Smilacia racer.osa, and Mitchella repens. These four 
species occur at significantly higher densities (Pf.10) in Cluster I 
than in Clusters II and III. Siqnificance was detennined by 
non-parametric methods. The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of 
variance by ranks (Daniel 1978) was used to determine whether or not 
significant differences of the vegetation variables occurred between 
the clusters. If a significant difference occurred, then a multiple 
carparisons procedure using rank sums (Daniel 1978) was used to 
determine the location of the difference between the pairs of clusters. 
In Figure 2, Cluster I appears to be carposed of t\-.-o subgroups of 
three stands each at the 23.3 percent clustering level. These subgroups 
will be referred to as IA (stands 1,3,19) and IB (stands 6,7,15). The 
major difference between the t\-.0 subgroups is a 10 times higher density 
21 
Figure 2. Dendrogram fran a cluster analysis of herb and shrub densities 
in 30 stands. Percent of the total Eulidean Distance 
on the left ordinate, Euclidean Distance units on the right 
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TABLE 1: Vegetation Characteristics of the Four Clusters. 
ATTRIBUTE 




Euonymus americanus x: 
s: 
Mitchella repens x: 
s: 
Cornus florida x: 
s: 
Vaccinium vacillans x: 
s: 
Gaylussacia baccata x: 
s: 
Smilacina racemosa x: 
s: 
Herbs (total) x: 
s: 
Shrubs (total) x: 
H' (Shannon-Wiener} 






















































































* - only one stand is included in Cluster IV so x and s cannot be 
calculated 
a - significantly different from Clusters II and III (p�.10} 
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of Mi tchella repens in IA. The nean density of M. repens is 620. 33 in 
IA and 62.67 in IB. 
Five of the Cluster I stands are located in the Coastal Plain 
and the sixth, number 19, is in the Piedrront 5 km fran the W8stem 
edge of the Coastal Plain. Thus Cluster I is associated with the 
Coastal Plain. 
Cluster II contains 20 stands in which the lo.-roush blueberry, 
Vaccinium vacillans is -either daninant or ccx:lardnant with Gaylussacia 
baccata or Gaylussacia frondosa. The densities of V. vacillans and 
G. baccata are ooth significantly greater in Cluster II than in 
Cluster I (P� .10). 'IWo rre.jor subclusters of closely related stands 
are present in Cluster II. These clusters are referred to as IIA 
(stands 2-14 on Figure 2) and IIB (stands 5-21 on Figure 2). Although 
V. vacillans is a daninant in ooth subclusters, its density averages 
1.8 tinEs higher in IIB than in IIA. G. eaccata is nore .lll1fX)rtant 
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as a ccxlominant in IIB, where it has a rrean density of 226.57 as compared 
to 79. 44 in IIA. Euon:YJTIUS americanus is present as a sul:xk:rninant in 
subcluster IIA but is generally unimportant in IIB. 
Subcluster IIC, a single stand (#29) is diss.un.ilar to subclusters 
IIA and IIB because of the daninant herb Desrrodium nudiflorum and the ------
high density of Cornu� florida. The D. nudiflorum was quite .immature, 
however, at the date of sampling, May 16, and may have beoorre less dense 
in June and July when light and rroisture stress was rrore intense. 
VaccWum vacillans and G. baccat� were present at densities c:::onparable 
to those in subcluster IIA. 
Subcluster IID consists of stands 16, 18, and 20 and is considered 
a distinct subcluster because of the dominant shrub �ylussacia frondosa. 
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Vaccinium vacillans is a:xkminant with G. frondosa in stands 16, and 18, 
but in stand 20 G. baccata arrl M. repens are the a:xlaninants of 
G. frondosa, and V. vacillans is of low i.rrportance. 
Cluster II stands are I'X)t associated with either physiographic 
province. Ten are located in the Coastal Plain and ten in the Piedrront. 
Likewise the subclusters show no relationship to the physiography. 
Cluster III consists of three stands which are highly similar, 
joining at the 3.3 percent distance level. They are characterized 
by extrarely high densities of V. vacillans and G. baccata and by lOvJ 
or zero density of the inportant Cluster I and II species. Vaccinium 
vacillans reaches comparable densities in several Cluster IIB stands, 
but G. !:>accata is uniformly rrore dense in Cluster III stands. These 
high density shrub species form a continuous heath layer through much of 
the type III stands. The characteristic low diversity is due mainly 
to the srrall nunber of species per stand which averaged 10.7 in 
Cluster III as compared with 29.8 in Cluster I and 20.8 in Cluster II. 
Although Clusters II and III are separated by a large Euclidean Distance 
(38.5 percent), V. vacillans and G. baccata are daninant shrubs in 
both clusters. The large distance is an exaggeration caused by great 
intercluster difference in total shrub density. 
'IWo of the Cluster III stands are in the Piedrront and the other is 
in the Coastal Plain and the cluster is thus associated with roth 
provinces. 
Cluster IV consists of only one stand (#4) located in the Coastal 
Plain, and is the rrost dissimilar stand in the analysis because of the 
extremely high density of Mitchella repens. Its density is rrore than 
eight tines that of the next nost abundant species in the stand. 
Again, the Euclidean Distance is exaggerated because of the 
unstandardized density data. other irrportant species in this stand 
are V. vacillans and�- baccata which are present at densities similar 
to those in subcluster IIA. 
Stand-wise cluster analysis is a useful technique for quantifying 
the relatedness of plant oornnunities. However it does not provide a 
clear map of the species compositions that were used to determine the 
degree of similarity or dissimilarity. In addition, the agglaneration 
process tends to deanphasize the .importance of the less abundant 
species. For both of these reasons it bec:anes necessary to examine the 
species data for evidence of species-interrelationships. This analysis 
is presented in the follo.ving section. 
2. Species Association 
Kendall's tau coefficient was used to determine whether there 
was significant stand by stand association between species which 
were present in three or rrore stands. These 55 species and their stand 
densities are listed in Table 2, with the stands in the order resulting 
from the cluster analysis. Kendall's coefficient is a suitable 
statistic for use with plant densities because as a rank ooefficient 
it does not give "undue weight to extreme values" (Greig-Smith 1964). 
It is also suitable for these data because it is a oonparametric 
coefficient, and the distributions of the species densities are 
suspected of being non-nonnal and the variances suspected of being 
unequal. 
The oorrelation matrix (Table 3) has been arranged to show a 
group of 27 species (#1-27) which have a large number of 
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Table 2. Total absolute densities of the 55 species which occurred 
In three or rrore stands. The stand sequence was determined 
27 
by the cluster analysis (refer to species codes in Appendix C). 
CLUSTER I CLUSTER II 
Sund Nllllb('r 3 19 6 7 15 2 9 10 12 23 26 24 11 14 
Species lodf' : 
AVIR 109 29 5 
MRUB 8 
CCAN 4 6 7 
VPAP 1 2 12 9 4 
PPEL 9 19 
LBEN 8 2 
RARG 25 
POTA 3 31 2 
&PUB 4 13 2 4 14 1 
PALS 3 6 2 5 
GCJR 66 2 10 263 22 
GCAN 2 20 6 
PACR 7 4 3 1 5 18 
SRAC 116 33 1 2 19 27 
�EP 327 722 662 45 143 313 
SCAE 54 2 160 3 13 2 8 26 4 
GRAX 223 18 122 16 5 35 70 
DYil 38 10 2 12 13 
EAME 239 267 569 377 536 364 89 18 44 39 9 91 1 
CFLO 76 37 46 144 35 42 2 77 18 13 2 60 26 9 8 
CARX 10 2 112 3 9 25 82 116 
CPUM 1 2 12 29 4 10 
CMAC 19 22 15 2 16 4 2 13 9 S8 7 11 13 
PAWX 205 4 8 15 2 56 6 
UPER 101 23 22 
P8IF 155 4 90 3 8 8 3 13 2 29 10 2 
OPAN 4 2 1 
VACE 6 9 52 S8 
ONUD 13 27 67 so 35 7 5 4 34 6 136 5 
LLIG 14 29 17 1 2 37 
VATR 3 3 2 7 
VDEN 2 31 25 
CALN 5 
IVER 5 10 3 
ISOV 10 
CVER 5 2 
SELi 5 2 
PANX 3 32 69 3 14 
VCOR 
SARB 9 8 2 19 
TPAL 51 20 10 70 5 
HHYP 7 16 
CUNI 
LQUA 25 5 108 
VPRU 2 2 9 
CACA 3 3 
CVIR 4 1 7 8 
GFRO 51 9 5 168 
RNUU 40 2 64 18 102 120 33 42 112 111 
AARB 13 2 3 8 5 3 
SALB 8 15 5 5 18 7 20 15 29 3 14 
LMAk 1 
VSTA 4 7 28 22 31 45 50 21 8 Z8 72 72 104 
VVAC 27 29 75 19 24 368 223 315 271 214 199 155 268 120 139 
GBAC 14 6 16 33 l4 44 21 106 34 163 133 211 
Stand Nllllbcr 5 



















































































4 11 25 
15 
12 4 3 
8 2 
2 
4 4 7 












209 119 229 10 
4 8 12 
7 2 7 31 
7 20 83 26 
311 232 210 370 
226 267 257 324 
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CLUSTER 111 CLUSTER IV 










21 171 1473 
3 65 6 
45 6 2 19 57 16 4 
6Z 1 11 14 
107 3 2 9 66 
40 32 
7 2 
59 31 5 4 12 
2 3 
10 6 18 
5 
3 498 6 
33 
5 13 










17 2 3 
17 18 8 8 
31 1 
386 370 509 2 
51 90 15 
3 38 34 12 7 7 
29 13 10 83 3 18 4 14 13 
7 9 18 
16 36 78 119 57 23 180 127 133 
423 208 680 408 84 542 44� 502 121 
258 34 268 12 103 ld4 721 Sb4 178 
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Table 3. Kendall's tau correlations (P�.10) for the 55 herb and shrub 
species which occurred in three or rrore stands. 'The specTes 
are arranged to show groups of species which have similar 
positive (+) or negative(-) correlations (refer to species 
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positive correlations arrong thenselves at the .10 or smaller level of 
significance. There are 189 positive correlations of a possible 351. 
The group included Euonymus americanus, Cornus __ flori�, and Mitchella 
repens which are characteristic of Cluster I stands. Thirteen of the 
27 species were positively oorrelated with E. americanus and 
20 were negatively correlated with Vaccinium vacillans, the daninant 
in Clusters II and III. These floristic oorrelations sup:port the 
distinctness of Cluster I starrls as suggested by the dominant species' 
density alone. 
Several species were positively correlated with V. vacillans 
arrl/or G. baccata which means that these interrelated species are 
consistent members of the stands in Clusters II and III. These 
additional species were Gaylussacia frondosa, Sassafras albidum, 
Amelanchier arborea, Vaccinium stamineum, �ripeclium acaule, and 
Lysimachi� quadrifolia. 
Thus, the floristic correlations coincide with the classification 
of the cluster analysis. However, even the character species such 
as E. arrericanus and V. vacillans are not exclusively found only in 
their clusters but should be considered as favorably associated. That 
is, they are both camonly found in Clusters I and II, but E. 
arnericanus is abundant only in Cluster I and V. vacillans is mainly 
abundant only in Clusters II and III. 
3. Soils 
The soil measurements fran topographic high and low areas of all 
stands (Appendix B) were averaged before analysis, except in stands 
24 and 29. Generally there was little variation in soil measurements 
31 
between the to:EX>graphic areas within each stand except :in stands 29 
and 24. The low area soil :in stand 29 was affected by agricultural 
nmoff, and the soil :in stand 24 was severely disturbed by logging, 
32 
so that in both stands only the upland value was used. Further 
explanation is provided in Appendix E. The stand averages (Appendix B) 
were canpared between the physiographic provinces (Fig. 3, Table 4) 
and also between the clusters (Fig. 4). 
Significant differences in potassium, manganese, percent sand, and 
depth of the A horizon were found be� the tv.D physiographic 
provinces (P � .10) using the Kruskall -Wallis analysis of variance 
(Daniel 1978) • 
The sand percentage averaged 67.5% in the Piedrront province. 
A higher sand percentage was expected in the Coastal Plain because 
the parent material is sedilrentary. This arrount of sand is normal 
for sandy loam soils, but several stands had soils canposed of greater 
than 80 percent sand. These sandy soils were found in the fall zone 
uplands, and in the low drainage areas of Coastal Plain stands. Soils 
with less that 50 percent sand were found in� stands v.'d.th Nason 
and Tatum silt loam soils. 
The depth of the A horizon was significantly greater in the Coastal 
Plain at an average of 38.6 an as canpared to 22.1 an in the 
Piedm:mt. The deepest A horizon was found in stands 9 and 10 in the 
western Coastal Plain, which had a thick surface phase soil that was 
deeper than 61 an, the deepest measurement possible with the sample 
technique. The shallowest A horizon was in stand 21 where 10 an was 
the average depth. The difference in depth between the provinces is 
partially due to the steeper Piedrront terrain which results in nore 
Figure 3. Histograms of soil variables tbat are significantly 
different (P�.10) between the physiographT"c provinces. 
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TABLE 4: Means and Standard Deviations of Soil Variables for 
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a - significantly different (P �.10) between physiographic provinces 
b - Cluster I value is significantly different (P<.10) from the values 
in Clusters II and Ill 
Figure 4. Histograms of soil variables that are significantl;t 
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severe erosion of the organic matter. 
Potassium ooncentrations were 31% higher in the Piedrront stands 
at a mean of 43.0 pµn canpared to 32.8 pµn in the Coastal Plain which 
was a significant difference {P � .10). 
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The micronutrient, manganese, also averaged higher in the Piedrront 
at 13.5 pµn canpared with 6.8 pµn in the Coastal Plain. Even the 
lowest manganese concentration is oonsidered sufficient for plant 
growth, although the critical deficiency level depends on the soil 
pH. Deficiency is rrost camon in neutral or basic soils \\here 
manganese is less soluble, but deficiencies may also occur in acid, 
sandy soils because of leaching. The maximum manganese measurerrent 
possible by the VP! & SU soil laboratory technique is 16 ppn. 
Toxicity occurs at ooncentrations of over 200 pµn {l::tmohue, personal 
carmunication) • Thus, al though certain of the manganese concentrations 
are underestirrated, manganese was probably not present at toxic levels. 
Overall the manganese concentrations of soils in Clusters I, II and 
III are statistically equivalent. In the Coastal Plain alone however, 
Cluster I concentrations were significantly and consistently higher 
than the remaining stands at a mean of 11.6 pµn in canparison to 
4.9 ppn for the non-Cluster I stands. 
calcium and magnesium arrounts were significantly greater in 
Cluster I stands that in Clusters II and III and the pH was also 
significantly higher {Fig. 4). Calcium {caO) averaged 214. 7 ppn in 
Cluster I, 70.8 pp:n in II and 61.3 ppn in III. Although calcium is 
a necessary plant nutrient, it is such a ccrrrron soil ccuponent that it 
is rarely deficient. However it is irrportant in that its presence 
is tied to the soil pH, and also sate plants, collectively described 
39 
as "calcifuges" grow only where calcium is present at low concentra-
tions. As expected, calcium levels were highest in stands 1 and 6 
where shell deposits were evident in the soil substrata. Calcium levels 
varied nore in the Coastal Plain where the ooefficient of variation 
between stands was 1.01 canpared with 0.49 in the Piednont. 
Magnesium (}�)concentrations in the individual stands ranged 
from 6.85 pµn which are considered low-minus to medium arrounts. 
Cluster I had significantly higher concentrations with a mean of 
35.5 pµn ccnpared with 14.3 ppn in II 8.0 pµn in III. Deficiencies 
of this elerrent to scrre plant species are possible when it is found 
at concentrations lower than 36 pµn. 
The soil pH ranged fran extrenely acid (pH 4.2) to medium acid 
(pH 5.6), which is the expected pH range for these soils (USDA unpub-
lished, USDA 1976, VPI & SU n.d.) The test values correspond to the 
expected values even though the soils were stored for one to two rronths 
prior to the pH measurerrent. The average pH was higher in Cluster I 
at 4.95 canpared to 4.67 in II and 4.58 in III. Soil pH is affected 
by a variety of factors including calcium concentration and stand 
vegetation and its rrajor effect is on nutrient availability to plants 
('Ihorrpson and Troeh 1973). M::>derately acid to neutral soils are 
usually considered rrost favorable for plant growth, although sare 
plants are favorably affected by strongly acid soils. 
Organic matter, phosphate, zinc, and nitrate showed no significant 
association with either the physiographic provinces or the vegetation 
clusters. The organic rratter percentage ranged fran 1.5% to 3.4 %. 
Phosphate (PO) was consistently low with a rrean concentration of 
2 5 
4.34 pµn. Zinc was present at variable concentrations ranging fran 
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3.4 pµn to 0.5 ppn. It was possibly deficient in four Coastal Plain 
stands which had ooncentrations of 0.8 ppn or less. This ooncentration 
is considered deficient for sane agricultural crops of the Poaceae 
family such as oorn and small grains (VPI & SU 1978). Like manganese, 
however, zinc deficiency is rrost camon in basic soils where its 
solubility is lo.v. Because the forest soils sarrpled were acidic, 
sufficient zinc rna.y have been available to the plants even at low 
concentrations. 
Nitrate was not present in measurable levels in any of the 
samples. It is a soluble for:m of nitrogen and is quite easily leached 
from the soil (VPI & SU 1978). Thus it is usually present at 
ooncentrations less than 5 pµn, which were not rreasurable and 
essentially unavailable to plants (Ibnohue, personal corrmunication). 
Thus, other fonns of nitrCXJen are normally utilized by the plants. 
4. Soil and Plant Density Relationships 
The densities of the 15 rrost a::mron taxa in the analysis (total 
density >350) and the stand averages of the soil variables were 
statistically canpared using Kendall's tau correlation coefficient 
(Table 5). In these oorrelations, the strongest and rrost numerous were 
with calcium (CaO), magnesium (t�), and pH. In Table 5, seven of the 
15 taxa plus diversity and herb density were :p:,sitively associated 
(P�. 05) with cao. Four of the 15 taxa were negatively oorrelated with 
cao. In rrost cases the same species were similarly associated with MgO 
and pH also. The negative oorrelations were with the Vaccinium and 
Gaylussacia species. 
The large number of species correlations with CaO, MgO, and 
TABLE 5. Kendall's tau Correlations for Soil and Plant Data. 
% A H'(Diversity Richness 
SHRUBS cao MgO pH P205 K2o Mn Zn %OM 
Sand Horiz. Shannon-Wiener) No. of Species 
Euonymus americanus +++ +++ + + 
.43 .36 .25 .29 
Corn us florida +++ ++ +++ ++ +++ 





nudiflorum + +++ 
,26 • 42 
Gaylussacia baccata + 
-.49 -.45 -.24 .24 --.31 -.42 
G. frondosa 
Vaccinium -.31 -.30 -.25 
stamineum 
-,39 -.30 -. 21 -.24 
v. vacil lans 




TABLE s. Continued. 
% A H'(Diversity Richness 





Srnilacina +++ +++ +++ +++ 
+++ ++ ++ racernosa 
.52 .48 .36 .35 .34 -.20 -.27 . 31 .56 
Gali um circaezans +·t+ +++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 
.63 .45 L39 .31 .32 .39 .53 
Unknown Poaceae spp. ++ +++ +++ 
-26 -.31 .41 .46 
Car ex sPP• ++ +++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 
Desrnodiurn .30 .39 .31 .29 .26 .42 .47 
nudiflorurn +++ +++ ++ + ++ ++ +++ +++ 
.55 .48 .32 .25 .32 .28 .36 .57 
Total Herb Density +++ +++ ++ +++ ++ +++ +++ 
.43 .47 .31 .38 .28 -.23 .61 .71 
Diversity 
H' ( Shannon - ++ +++ ++ +++ ++ +++ 
Wiener) .31 .51 .26 .45 .26 -.22 .59 
Total Density 
-.30 -.33 
+ or - p < .10 
++ or -- p < .05 
+++ or --- P<· :01 
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pH errphasizes the irrportant influence that these soil variables have 
on the vegetation. Although Cao, MgO, and pH are significantly higher 
in Cluster I, correlation with these variables alone does not absolutely 
determine the cluster affinity of the species. Mitchella repens, for 
exarrple, is an irrp:)rtant sul:rlaninant in Cluster I, but shows no 
association with the three soil variables, whereas Polygonaturn !:>iflorurn 
is positively correlated with CaO but has a similar mean density in 
all clusters. 
Potash (K20) and manganese (Mn) were positively correlated with 
four of the herbaceous taxa, Smilacina racerrosa, C..aliurn circaezans, 
Carex spp. and Desrrodium nudiflo�, and also Shannon-Wiener diversity 
(Peet 1974) and herb density. Mn was also positively associated with 
Cornus florida and negatively associated with Vaccinium vacillans. 
All of these taxa and characteristics were also correlated with Cao, 
MgO, and pH. 
KO and Mn were significantly higher in Piedrront stands so that 
2 
the correlations superficially indicate an association of these 
taxa with the Piedrront. However, although �O and Mn concentrations 
average lc:Mer in the Coastal Plain, the highest values in the Coastal 
Plain are found in the Cluster I stands at a:mcentrations canparable 
to the Piedrront stands. Since these species are correlated with 
"Cluster I" nutrients and also K:zO and Mn, it is probable that the 
species are related to Cluster I nore strongly than to the Piedrront 
province. 
The organic matter percentage was related to the density of 
several species. It was positively rorrelated with �odendron 
nudiflorum and Gaylussacia baccata, and negatively rorrelated with 
Cornus florid.a, Mitchella repens, Polygonatum biflorum, and Smilacina 
racarosa. Thus there is sore tendency for Cluster I species to be 
rrore abundant where the soil has lower anounts of organic matter. The 
reverse is true of Cluster II and III species. 
The percentage of sand in upland soils is inversely related to 
soil rroisture availability. Negative correlations occurred. be� 
the sand percentage and unknown Poaceae spp., shrub density, and as 
expected total plant density. 
Phosphate (P2o} was positively correlated witll-Rhodcxlendron 
nudiflorum and Desrrodium nudiflorum, and negatively correlated with 
�ylussacia frondosa, shrub density, and total plant density. 
Zinc was positively cx:>rrelated with !fuenyrnus americanus. 
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DISCUSSION 
lt>st of the upland deciduous stands of the Coastal Plain are 
quite similar to stands of the Piedrront in tenns of herb and shrub 
vegetation. In the twenty-three stands of Clusters II and III, 
Vacciniurn and Gaylussacia daninate the shrub stratum, and variation 
in subdaninant species of these stands shCMS little relation to the 
physiography. 
However, five of the six Cluster I stands where Euon� 
arnericanus is daninant are located in the Coastal Plain. These unique 
stands are sha-m to have significantly higher anounts of calcium, 
and magnesium in the top 15 an of the soil and a less acidic pH than 
other stands in the analysis. calcium-rich soil in the Coastal Plain 
is often due to the presence of shell deposits in the sedimentary 
soil substrata. I found these shells at the soil surface in tw:> of 
the Cluster I stands. 
Harvill et al. (1977) mention a distinct vegetation type 
associated with marl (shell deposit) areas which they call the "Beech­
Maple-'fuliptree forest." The forests in my research where E. �ricanus 
was a daninant shrub were a mixed hardwood type and may correspond to 
the forest described by Harvill et al. (1977). 
Euonymus arnericanus is a characteristic shrub of mesophytic forests 
in the oak-Pine Forest region (Braun 1950), and is also characteristic 
of the Southern Mixed Hardwood Forest (SMHF) described by Quartennan 
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and Keever (1962). Ware (1970) found E. americanus to be an abundant 
shrub in a Coastal Plain forest in Virginia which he considered to be 
a part of the SMHF. It is possible that the Cluster I stands in 
this analysis are similar to the SMHF because they apparently have a 
mixed harCTu'OOCl C'atpOsition and they are prirrarily a Coastal Plain 
vegetation type. 
In ?-bore County, North Carolina, Sechrest and Cooper (1970) found 
the relative percent cover and density of shrubs to be greater in the 
Piednont than in the Coastal Plain. Higher irrportance of shrubs, 
which were mainly yaccinium and Gaylussacia species, was associated 
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. th hi h ' � ba ( +2 +2 +) . th . .-,.::J.,.,..., • 1 W1. a g er concentration or ses Ca ,M:J ,K in e P11::!Ul1unt soi s. 
The Coastal Plain soils contained a higher percentage of sand and 
consequently were nore highly leached of these bases. 
In my research ha.vever, I found that Gaylussacia and Vaccinium 
were negatively correlated with calcium and magnesium. Shrub density 
was not significantly greater in either province, neither were calcium 
nor magnesium concentrations significantly different. Ho.vever the 
sand percentage of Coastal Plain soils was slightly (8.8%) higher 
and the concentration of potassium was l�r than in Piedrront soils. 
Vaccinium spp. have been sh::>wn to be less abundant on calcium 
rich soils than on the acidic soils of Piedm::>nt North carolina 
(Dayton 1966). The relationship of plants of the Ericaeae with soils 
low in calcium rrerits than the title, calcifuge. Ho.vever the 
relationship of calcifuges to low calcium soils is quite a:xrplex and 
only partly understood (Bannister 1976). In general, calcifuges are 
able to physiologically tolerate low calcium, lo.v phosphorus, and 
high aluminum concentrations in soils. However, rrost calcifuges 
require a high iron supply in the soil (Etherington 1975). 
I found the rrore .ilrportant ericaceous shrubs to be Gaylussacia 
baccata, G. frondosa, Rhododendron nudiflorum, Vacciniurn stamineum, 
and V. vacillans. Gayl�cia baccat:.8: and v. vacillans usually had 
the highest densities in Cluster II and III stands. Generally, 
V. vacilla1:s is an i.rrportant carponent of the oak-Pine Forest shrub 
vegetation as described by Braun (1950). She describes sane areas 
as having a nearly continuous heath layer oonsisting of ��ylus�acia 
and Vacciniurn which may be the vegetation type represented by 
Cluster III in this analysis. 
Gemborys (1974) also found Vacciniurn spp. (which may have 
included Gaylussacia spp.) to be dminant shrubs in the xeric uplands 
of Prince Edward County in the southern Virginia Piedrront. These 
shrubs were ccmron in the rrore rnesic upland stands but not oonsidered 
daninant. 
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In the Coastal Plain in Virginia, Vacciniurn spp. were reported to 
be :i.mp:)rtant shrubs in the College Wx>ds, but were not abundant enough 
to be considered daninants (Ware 1970). 
The water-related adjectives "xeric" and "mesic" are often used 
in the site descriptions for vegetation types and in::iividual species. 
Radford et al. (1968) list the shrubs V. vacillans, V. stamine�, 
G. baccata, and§• frondosa as being characteristic of xeric forests. 
The percentage of sand in the soil is related to the arrount of water 
available to plants in upland areas. I found, however, the sand 
percentage was not positively correlated with the densities of the 
aoove shrub species, but only showed a negative correlation with 
the density of the Poaceae spp., shrub density and total plant density 
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(see Table 5). However, the :EX)sitive oorrelations with nutrients 
were much stronger than the three negative sand/noisture oorrelations. 
Geml:orys (1974) did not test for sand oontent, but he found similarly 
strong nutrient correlations farther south in Virginia. My results and 
Gemoorys' (1974), thus suggest that the nutrient gradient may be nore 
influential on the Virginia forest vegetation than the rroisture 
gradient. Al though upland stands with lush understory and herb growth 
are often called "rresic" and stands with a sparse understory and 
a predaninance of ericaceous shrubs are called "xeric", in Virginia 
these differences may actually be due to nutrient differences and 
not :rroisture differences. 
Herb density was positively oorrelated with calcium, magnesium, 
pH, potassium, and manganese, and this herb-nutrient oorrelation was 
expected. Sechrest and Cooper (1970) found a greater pror:ortion of 
herb species in better sites than in poor sites. Trimble and hTeitzrnan 
(1956) related herb cover with site quality and found the greatest 
proportion of herbs on the best sites, fewer herbs on rredium-quality 
sites, and sparse herbs with few species on poor sites. I found, however, 
that herb densities were extremely variable within the clusters and 
therefore on the average were not significantly different between 
clusters. Fran the herb-nutrient correlations, however, one w::>uld 
expect (and finds) the ,greatest herb densities in stands with high 
base status such as in Cluster I. 
Trimble and Weitzman (1956) also found that shrub oover varied 
inversely with site quality. The same results were obtained in the 
North carolina studies of Sechrest and Cooper (1970) and Naneth (1968). 
r found that the shrub-site quality relationship was not clearcut 
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based on density data, �ver. Shrub density was negatively correlated 
only with phosphate and percent sand. However in the sites with 
higher calcium and rragnesium concentrations Euonymus_ arnericanus was 
daninant and its density was cx:nparable to that of the ericaceous 
shrubs on the pcx:>rer sites. Because the cover per stan of E. arnericanus 
was much less than that of the ericaceous shrubs it was inconspicuous 
in carparison, even at high densities. Thus, subjectively it appears 
that shrub cover was least in Cluster I where E. arnericanus was 
daninant, greater in Cluster II stands where ericaceous shrubs were 
daninant, and greatest in Cluster III stands where there was a dense 
heath layer. 
Species diversity has also been associated with soil nutrients. 
Buell et al. (1966) studied upland forests in northen1 New Jersey and 
found that tree species were often nost diverse in stands located in 
limestone regions with fertile soil. They found that stands with low 
diversity were often ridgetop stands with pc:or soils and unfavorable 
climatic conditions. 
In Virginia, total understory diversity was similarly related to 
soil nutrients being positively correlated with calcium, rragnesium, 
pH, potassium, and manganese. These correlations with diversity appear. 
to be partly a consequence of the variation in total herb density 
which was also correlated with the aforanentioned soil qualities. 
The study location of the present research north of the Janes 
River was included by Braun (1950) in the oak-Pine Forest region. She 
thus considered the vegetation of the tWJ involved physiographic regions 
to be similar despite the soil and climatic differences, which is in 
aggreanent with my results. However, she designated the Coastal Plain 
south of the Janes River as a part of the Southeastern Evergreen Forest 
region. fvbre variation in vegetation could therefore be expected 
south of the Jarres where the l:x:>l.mdaries of the vegetation regions and 
the physiographic provinces coincide, and in the future a rrore detailed 
vegetation analysis south of the Jarres River could be of benefit. 
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In M:>ore County, North caro1ina, the Coastal Plain soils are sandy 
loams in contrast to the silt loams and silty clay loams of the Piedrront 
(Sechrest and Cooper 1970). The sandier soils of the Coastal Plain 
are leached of their cations and therefore nutrient:-p:x>r in canparison 
to the Piedrront soils. Thus the vegetation of the t\\O provinces 
differed in North carolina. In Virginia however, the soils in ooth 
provinces were found to be sandy loams. The similar interprovince 
soil texture in Virginia leads to the developnent of a similar nutrient 
status and, therefore, vegetation. However, within each province, 
the Coastal Plain especially, the vegetation was greatly different 
between stands with appreciably different calcareous substances. 
These soil conditions are so irrportant that they mask any 
interprovince vegetation differences due to climatic factors. 
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APPENDIX A 
A list of stand locations fran east to west grouped by county, 
including infonnation on soil series if kna.vn, aspect and estimated 
steepness of sampled slopes, and apparent forest type. 
New Kent County 
1. Mixed hardwcx:xl forest at Chesapeake Corporation of Virginia 
Nature Trail, on southeast side of rt. 33, tv.D miles northeast of 
I-64, West Point exit. Multiple soil strata. North facing slopes 
and flat low area fran 2 to 25 percent. Marl deposits present. 
2. Beech forest along IXMerline north of rt. 620, � mi west of rt. 632 
junction near Barhamsville. Multiple soil strata. Slopes 7 to 
25 percent, northeast facing. 
3. M=sic oak forest on north side of rt. 249, 2 mi east of New Kent 
Courthouse. Soil possibly Sassafras and Kerripsville series. 
Slopes 7 to 15 percent, east and �st facing. 
4. Oak forest south of rt. 249, � mi west of New Kent Courthouse. 
Soil possible Sassafras series. level, 0 to 2 percent slope. 
5. Oak forest on west side of Schiminoe Creek, and on south side of 
fire road. Located 3/8 mi southeast of I-64, rt. 609 junction. 
Soil series possibly Sassafras. Slopes fran 2 to 15 percent, north 
and south facing. 
6. Mixed hardv.C>Crl forest near Tunstall on north side of rt. 606, 1 mi 
northwest of rt. 609 junction. Soil series possibly Sassafras, 
thick surface phase. Slopes 2 to 7 percent, northeast facing. 
Marl deposits present. 
7. Mixed hardwood forest 3/8 mi east of New Kent Airport along rt. 
676. Slopes 2 to 7 percent, north and south facing. 
8. White oak forest at rt. 632, rt. 611 junction near Black's Store. 





9. Oak forest east of rt. 619, � mi south of rt. 693 junction at 
Westwcxxl. Possible soils are Craven, Kempsville, and Bourne fine 
sandy loam. Slopes 7 to 15 percent, east and west facing. 
10. Mixed hardwcxxl forest at Camp Hanover on east side of lake near 
the dam. Multiple soil strata. Slopes 7 to 30 percent. North­
west and southwest facina • .., 
11. Oak forest across fran rescue squad at Newmans, south of rt. 360 
along rt. 615. Duplin and Marlboro fine sandy loams. 0 to 2 
percent slopes. 
12. Mixed hardwcxxl forest in a steep ravine, located on fire road 
past the east end of rt. 750 near Crump Creek. Multiple soil 
strata. Slopes 15 to 45 percent, southeast and southwest facing. 
13. Oak wocrls north of rt. 699, 3/4 mi east of rt. 651 junction near 
Crosses Corner. Faceville fine sandy loam and Orangeburg loamy 
sand. Slopes 5 to 20 percent, southeast and northwest facing. 
14. Mixed hardwocrl forest below darn at Forest lake Hills sulxlivision, 
located near C & 0 Railroad and rt. 643. Multiple soil strata. 
Slopes 10 to 25 percent, northeast arrl northwest facing. 
15. Mixed hardw:)od forest southeast of rt. 622, � mi east of rt. 54 
junction near Ashland. Faceville fine sandy loam and Sassafras­
like loamy fine sand. Slopes 5 to 15 percent, north and south 
facing. 
16. Oak forest south of Ashcake Road (rt. 657), � mi west of RF & P 
Railroad crossing near Ashland. Ma.rlooro and Bourne fine sandy 
loams. Slopes 2 to 7 percent. 
17. Oak forest on northwest side of Mill Road, � mi north of junction 
with M::>untain PDad (Henrico County). Bourne and Wedo.vee sandy 
loams. Slopes 4 to 10 percent, north facing. 
18. Oak forest � mi northeast of rt. 657 near Stagg Creek. Weda.vee 
fine sandy loam and IDuisburg sandy loam. Slopes 2 to 15 percent, 
north facing. 
19. Mixed hardv.arl forest east of rt. 671, � mi north of rt. 657 
junction near Cedar Creek. Possible soils are Wedowee, Colfax­
Helena, Worsham, fine sandy loams and Talla:fXX)sa soils. Slopes 
2 to 10 percent, east facing. 
20. Oak forest northeast of rt. 623 junction with rt. 271 at Hylas. 
Fluvanna loam. Slopes 2 to 7 percent, northeast facing. 
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21. Oak forest just \vest of 1-bntpelier on south side of rt. 33, near 
rt. 751 junction. Cecil fine sandy loam. Slopes 2 to 15 percent, 
northwest facing. 
IDuisa County 
22. Mixed oak forest west of rt. 664, � mi south of rt. 33 jrmction 
near IDuisa--Hanover county line. Appling sandy loam. Slopes 
2 to 7 percent, south and northwest facing. 
23. Mixed hardv.DOd forest at junction of rt. 601 and rt. 655 at 
Wickham Corner. Cecil-Pacolet clay loam and Cecil sandy loam. 
Slopes 2 to 15 percent, north¥Jest facing. 
24. Oak forest north of rt. 661, 2 mi north of rt. 610 jrmction 
near Inez. Appling sandy loam and Worsham fine sandy loam. 
Slopes 7 to 20 percent, east and west facing. 
25. Mixed hardv.DOd forest west of rt. 648, \ mi south of rt. 33 
junction. Appling sandy loam. Slopes 2 to 15 percent, northeast 
and northwest facing. 
26. Mixed hardv.axl forest along fire road west of rt. 755, 1 mi west 
or rt. 522 junction near Apple Grove. Pacolet-cecil sandy loam. 
Slopes 7 to 25 percent, west facing. 
27. Oak forest along rt. 758, 1/3 mi west of rt. 605 jrmction near 
cuckoo. TatlD'Tl and Nason silt loams. Slopes 2 to 7 percent, 
south and southwest facing. 
28. Mixed har� forest along gas pipeline, 3/4 mi southeast of 
rt. 605 near Yanceyville. Nason silt loam. Slopes 7 to 25 
percent, east facing. 
29. Mixed hardv.a::x::l forest ¥Jest of rt. 669, 1 mi north of rt. 33 
junction at Iouisa. Grover sandy loam. Slopes 2 to 15 percent, 
east facing. 
30. Oak forest at end of rt. 721, 1 mi east of rt. 208, rt. 688 
junction near Ferncliff. Colfax and Durham fine sandy loams. 
Slopes 2 to 7 percent, northeast facing. 
APPENDIX B: SOILS DATA FO R THE THIRTY STANDS 
SOIL ATTRIBUTE 
Coastal Plain Stands: 
Organic 
Stand Topographi c Matter Cal cium Magnesium Phosphorus 
Number Description per cent) pH Cao (ppm) MgO (ppm) P2o5 (ppm) 
high 2.9 4.6 352 44 11.0 
1 low 2 .1 s.o 537 26 14.0 
X: 2.5 4.8 444.5 35 12.s 
high 1.8 4.2 67 8 12.0 
2 low 2.4 4.2 67 10 4.5 
x: 2.1 4.2 67 9 8.5 
high 1. 5 4.7 101 18 2.0 
J low 1.6 4.7 84 14 6.0 
x: 1. 55 4.7 92.5 12.5 2.5 
4 level 1. 5 4.8 67 10.0 2.0 
high 1.9 4.6 so 8 1.0 
5 low 2.0 4.5 67 5 2.0 
x: 1.95 4.55 58.5 6.5 1. 5 
high 2.1 5. 3 252 34 2.0 
6 low 2.6 5.6 470 61 11.0 
x: 2.35 5.45 361 47.5 6.5 
7 level 1. 5 5.2 104 32 3.0 
high 1. 5 4.5 67 8 2.0 
8 low 2.9 4.4 67 12 3.5 
x: 2.2 4.45 67 10 2.75 
high 1. 7 4.6 67 10 2.0 
9 low 2.2 4.6 67 12 s.s 
x: 1. 95 4.6 67 11 3.75 
high 2.0 4.4 67 8 3.0 
10 low 1.4 4.5 67 6 3.5 
X: 1. 7 4.45 67 7 3.25 
Potassium M.1nganes£ Zin c 
K2o (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
56.0 15.5 2.1 
38.0 3.7 1. 7 
42.0 9.6 1.9 
38.0 1. 3 1.1 
20.5 0.6 1.1 
24.25 9.95 1.1 
38.5 6.8 0.9 
30.0 6.9 1.1 
34.25 6.85 1.0 
24 11.9 1.1 
33.5 3.4 0.8 
28.0 2.4 0.8 
30.75 2.9 0.8 
36.5 16+ 1.1 
54.0 16+ 1.1 
42.75 16+ 1.1 
33.5 16+ 1. 2 
20.5 1.9 0.6 
30.0 1.9 1. 2 
25.25 1. 9 0.9 
20.5 3.8 0.8 
28 6.6 1.1 
24.25 5.2 0.95 
24 2. l 9.9 
17 3.4 1.0 












































Stand Description Matter pH Calcium Magnesium Phosphorus Potassium Manganese Zinc ,.. Horizon Sand 
11 level 2.6 5.4 67 8 3. 5 26.0 7.1 1.4 43 63 
high 2.1 4.6 84 26 14.0 46.5 3. 5 1. 3 30 88 
12 low 1.6 4.7 67 36 7.5 61. 5 5. 3 1.0 86 x: 1.85 4.65 77.5 31 10.75 54.0 4.4 87 
13 high 2.1 4.6 67 8 4.5 21.0 3.0 1. 2 43 65 
low 2.3 4.5 67 8 12.0 33.5 8.2 1. 3 68 x: 2.2 4.55 67 8 8.25 27.25 5.6 66.5 
14 high 2.7 4.5 67 12 14. 5 41.0 5.7 1. 3 38 64 
low 1. 5 4.8 67 10 3.0 28.0 4.4 0.5 74 
x: 2.1 4.65 67 11 8.75 34.5 5.05 69 
15 high 2.5 4.5 67 10 8.5 46.5 15.2 1. 5 43 78 
low 3.3 4.5 84 16 5.5 45.0 14.0 1.4 51 
x: 2.9 4.5 75.5 13 7.0 45.75 14.6 64.5 
16 level 2.4 4.4 67 12 2.0 36.0 4.8 1. 3 20 55 
17 level 2.0 4.5 67 8 3.5 43.0 5.7 1. 3 36 70 
Piedmont Stands: 
18 high 1.8 4.6 67 14 3.0 46.5 14.0 1.8 GB' 
low 1. 5 4.6 67 12 3.0 33.5 11. 0 1.6 23 68 
x: 1.65 4.6 67 13 3.0 40.0 12.5 1. 7 68 
high 1. 5 5.1 235 75 2.0 71.0 16+ 2. 1 18 55 
19 low 1.8 5.0 185 71 2.0 52.5 16+ 1. 5 59 
x: 1.65 5.05 210 73 2.0 Gl.75 lG+ 57 
Stand Topographic Organic 
Number Description Matter pH Calcium Magnesium Phosphorus Potassium Manganese Zinc A Horizon Sand 
20 level 2.1 4.4 50 12 2.0 4LO lL 5 LO 30 42 
21 level 2.1 4.8 67 14 LO 35.5 10. 5 L 2 10 64 
22 level 2.4 4.8 84 12 3.0 33.5 14. 7 LO 36 65 
23 high 2.6 4.8 51 14 3.0 43.0 16+ L4 23 60 
low 3.4 4.8 84 50 5.5 58.0 16+ L9 52 
X: 3.0 4.8 67 32 4.25 50.5 16+ 56 
high 2.1 4.9 84 26 6.5 52.5 16+ 0.9 13 62 
24 low 2.6 5.2 302 95 5.5 46.5 16+ L4 66 
x: 2.35 5.05 193 60.5 6.0 49.5 16+ 64 
25 level 2.3 4.8 67 14 4.5 37.5 16+ L 1 23 60 
26 level L6 4.8 84 14 3.0 45.0 16+ 1. 5 13 61 
27 level 2.5 4.7 67 10 LO 35.5 7.5 1. 3 20 45 
high 2.3 4.8 67 10 3.0 37.5 13. 2 1.2 15 49 
28 low 2.2 4.8 84 16 4.5 45.0 16+ 1. 2 46 
x: 2.25 4.8 75.5 13 3.75 4L 25 [ 14. 6] 1. 2 47.5 
high L5 4.9 101 22 3.5 45 16+ LO 20 65 
29 low 2.6 5.6 386 85 1.0 71.0 16+ 1. 2 64 
x: 2.05 5.25 243.5 53.5 2.25 58.0 16+ 1.1 64.5 
30 level 2 .1 4.5 50 6 4.5 41.0 8.3 L 3 43 69 
[ ] biased toward low value due to analysis technique. 
+ maximum value possible due to the measurement or arialysis technique. 






























































































Unknown shrub A 
Unknown shrub G 
Unknown shrub H 




































































































Panicum spp. narrow leaf 
Pteridium aquilinum 











Unknown herb AA 
Unknown herb AC 
Unknown herb AE 
Unknown herb AD 
Unknown herb AG 
Unknown herb AK 
Unknown herb AN 
64 
65 
UHAO Unknown herb AO 
UHAP Unknown herb AP 
UHAQ Unknown herb AQ 
UHAS Unknown herb AS 
UHAT Unknown herb AT 
UHAV Unknown herb AV 
UHAY Unknown herb AY 
UHBA Unknown herb BA 
UHBB Unknown herb BB 
UHBC Unknown herb BC 
UHBD Unknown herb BD 
UHBI Unknown herb BI 
UHBK Unknown herb BK 
UHBM Unknown herb BM 
UHBN Unknown herb BN 
UHBO Unknown herb BO 
UHBP Unknown herb BP 
UHBQ Unknown herb BQ 
UHBR Unknown herb BR 
UHBS unknown herb BS 
UHBT Unknown herb BT 
VPAP Viola cf. papillionacea 
Appendix D: Raw Vegetation Data. 
This table includes sumnary data for each stand. 
Included are the frequency, absolute density/120 m2, and 
average density (density/frequency) and of each species found 
in a stand. The stmnary table at the end is the form used 
in the cluster analysis. Also included are the density totals 
for each species in the analysis, density totals for each 
stand, and richness and diversity values for each stand. 
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STA::O Co);; SPZCIES FRE1. !J'.::IISITY A'IG. �-IISITY ) ZOKl A 1 KALMIA LATIFOLIA I 1.000 I .,'00 
I HCAI\I CERCIS CANAO�NSIS I 4.0\JO 4.,JOJ ) l4MREP MIJCHELLA AEP(NS 14 7ZZ.OUJ �I. '>71 
I SC 'IAC CIUMAPIIILA MACULAU 4 19.00\l 4.7S0 J l6MCER MYRICA CERIFERA 2 J.000 1. soo 
I 9CfLO CORNUS FLOR I OA 10 76.0llO ,.1,00 ) Z8RNUO MHOOOOENORON NUOIFLORUH I l.00'1 1,0ll;J 
I 12£AMf. EUUNYHOUS AHlRICANUS 13 239.0011 16.HS ) )SYS 1A VACCI NI UH STAl!INEU" 3 4.0()0 I. HJ 
I 11L8[11 LINOEAA BENlOIN 4 e.ooo 2.000 3 36VVAC VACCINIUH YACILLANS 4 29.000 1.ZSIJ 
I 24MREP HITCHELLA REPENS 9 32 7.001) 31,.JJ) 3 S ICAR X CAR EX SPP l l.01)0 2.0011 
l 28RNUO AHOOOOENORON NUOIFLORUH 4 411.0110 10.JOO ) S', O•IUO onHOOIUH CF NUOIFlOAUH s 11.000 � ... oo 
l )OR ARG RllOUS SPP I 1.000 1.000 3 <,11;c IR GALIUH CIRCAElANS I 2.0,hl z.ooo 
I 34VCOR VACCIUIUH CORYHUOSUH l 1.000 1.5110 ) 73tr LA LYCOrOOIUH FLABELLIFORl'!E 9 '1.000 1.000 
I J6VVAC VACCINIUH YACILLANS 4 11.000 6. 750 3 76HVI R MEDEOLA VIRGINICA I 7.llOO 7.'100 
I 41UStlA UN�NOlfN SHAUB A I 1.000 1.000 ) 7'10STR OXALI S SfR IC TA I b.0()0 h.lluJ 
I 4BJ1Pl A ASPLENIUM PLAJYNEUROH I l.00(1 2.\100 ) BIPAIU PANICUH srP lflDE LEAF I 4.00\) ... 1)00 
I 5 ICAAX CAR EX SPP 3 10.0()0 J.lH 3 BlGRU POACE AE SPP 4 10.000 "· 501) 
I 551J'IUO OESMOOIUH CF NUOIFLOAUH " IJ.000 2.IH 3 84POIF POLYGONAJUM �IFLORUM I ... ouo ... ,100 
I St.Dr A'! OESMOOIUM PANICULAJUH I 1.000 1.000 3 B5PA(II rot ,sr ICIIUM ACMOSJICHOIOES " 5).000 A.d)l 
I SdDVIL OIOSCOREA VlllOSA 9 JB.000 4,111 3 8 TPOTA POIENTILLA CANAOENSIS-SIMPLE I J,000 ).00� 
I I> I r.c Ill GALIUH CIRCAElANS 9 6b.00() 1. 13) 3 'llSRAC SMllACINA RACEMOSA I 1.000 z.0110 
I 65GC AI\I GELIM CANAOENSE I 1.0011 I.JO() 3 9lSCAE SOLIOAGO CF CAE SIA I •• oi>o ... ooo 
I 66GPU8 GUOOYERA PUBESCENS l ... ooo l.00\l 3 '1"1 PAL T HEL YPfEII IS PAlUSTRIS-NOYEBO 4 zo.ooo 5.000 
I 67AVIII HEXASJYLIS VIRCINICA 1 109.1)00 15 .SI I ) 96VPAP VIOLA CF PAPILLIONACEA I l.0011 1.1100 
I Hose N ONOClEA SENS I BI LIS l s.ooo s.,100 4 5CMAC CHIMAPHllA MACULAfA " ll.000 l.JOII 
I 7'10Sfll OULIS SJRICTA 2 JQ.000 .�. 500 4 'ICFLO CORNUS FLORIDA 'I bb.0011 1. lll 
I BIPAWX PAI\IICUM SPP WIOE LEAF 1 lO\,OllO l9,lH6 4 IOCUI\II CRATAECUS UNIFLORA J 4,0011 1. ])J 
I B2CRJ\X PO ACE AE SPP 10 223.000 ll. JOO 4 IJCOAC CAYlLISSACIA BACCATA II IH.00.J lb, IA1 
I B IPP[l PO"OPHYllUM PELfAfUM ) 9.000 J.000 4 I 5Gfll0 GAYLUSSACIA FRUNOOS� I 1.0011 l.OOIJ 
I 84PRIF POLYCONAJUH 81FLORUH 9 ISS.000 11.Zll 4 20KLAJ KALMIA LATIFOLIA 2 4.0uU 1.JuO 
I 8SPACR roLYSflCHUM ACROSJICHOIDES 1 116. OOJ 16,HI 4 2','1RE P MlfCHELLA REPENS 14 14 73.00J I 05,l 14 
I 8 7POTA POJENflLLA CAI\IADEI\ISIS-SIHPL( l 1.000 1,000 4 l5MIIU8 HORUS RUBRA I 1.oon 1.n,>.:i 
I 88PALB PRENANTHES ALIIA l 1.0011 I. 500 4 l'IROS4 ROSA SPP I 1.01)0 I .JOO 
I 90RREC RAI\IUNCULUS RECURVAJUS I 2.000 2.000 4 3 I SAl 8 SASSAFRAS AlBIOUM • IJ.000 I ,nlS 
I 'll�RAC S'41LACII\IA RACEMOSA 11 54.000 <..750 4 33VATR VACCII\IIUM ATRCCOCCU'1 2 I) .\)()J b. 5()J 
I 'IJ SC AE SOLIOACO CF CAESIA 3 1.000 l.HJ 4 J;VSTA VACCINIUM SfAMII\IEUM 12 l)J ,000 11. lld l 
I '14fPAL THtlYPTERIS PALUSJRIS-NOVEBO 3 51.01)1) I 7.11110 4 )6VVAC VACCINIU'1 V4ClllANS ) 111.000 4J. ))J I �bVPAP VIOLA CF PAPILLIONACEA s 11.000 1,101) 4 JAVACE VIBURNUM ACERIFOLIUH I 5.0110 5.JO.:l 
I '17UHAA DICOT HER8 SP AA I 1.000 1,()00 4 l'IVDE N VIOURNUM OENTAJUH l I ),(JOO �. \0() I 'IBUHAC ,>1cor HERB SP AC I l.00\1 l.OOll 4 SSOI\IUO DESMODIUM CF NUOIFLORUH I 6,000 �.nllO I 9�UHAE DICOT HERB SP AE I 1.con l,COO 4 56!lPAI\I DESMOOIUM PANICULATUH I 1.ouo 1.\/11.J I IOOUH40 OICOJ HERB SP AO I 4.00;J 4,t:011 ,. H\lROf OESMOOIUH IIOJUNUIFOLIA 2 ... ooo l.\100 I 101UHAK OICOJ HERB SP AK I l.000 1.000 4 BIPAWX PA�ICUM SPP WIDE LEAF 2 ),0()1) I, soo l JCPU'4 CASfANEA PUMILA I ).01)0 l.CJO 4 BlCRAX POACEAE SPP l 4.0()\) 1.1100 l 5CHAC CHIHAPHILA MACULAJA 2 4,000 1.000 4 B4POIF POlYCONAfUH 81FLORUM l I A.OJO �.ull\l 
l 'ICF lO CORl'WS FLORIDA l z.ooo 1.1100 4 B5PACR POLYSflCHUM ACROSJICHOIOES l 1.0110 1.uJII 2 IZEAME EUONYMOUS AMERICAI\IUS II B9.000 d.oq I 4 98PAL B PRENANJHES ALBA l 1.oao 1.IJJO 2 llCRAC CAYLUSSACIA OACCAJA 4 )).000 8.250 4 'llSRAC SHILACINA RACEMOSA I 6.00\l b,\IJ\) 
2 17HVIM HA'4AHELIS VIIIGII\IIANA I 1.000 3.000 4 'IJSCAE SOllOACO CF CAESIA l 2.000 1.�00 2 lll8EN LI NOE RA HENlO IN I 2.000 1.ono 5 5CHAC CHIHAPHllA HACULATA 1 89.00J ll. 714 
l Zlll IC LYONIA LICUSfRINA s I 7.0llO ).400 5 6CUHO CHl'1APHllA UMOELLATA l J.00(1 ).00\/ 
2 24MRE P MITCHELLA REPENS l2 11).000 l6.()9) s 'ICFLO CORNUS FLOR I OA 2 5.000 2.�011 2 ZBRNUO RHODODENDROI\I NUDIFLORUH 4 IB.000 "· 500 5 IJC,OAC CAYLUSSACIA �ACCAJA 1 17J.OJO 14.:Ab 
l )SVSTA VACCINIUM SfAMINEUM I 1.000 1.000 s l4GOLIM CAYLUSSACIA OU'10SA I s.ooo S,J(I\) 2 )bVV4C VACCINIUH V4CILLANS ll lll.Oull IS.SB) 5 l 5GF RO GAYLUSSAC IA FRIJNOOSA 2 5.000 l,50J 2 4lHfRI U��NO�N SHRUB SP 8 3 1.000 l,JH 5 16HHYP HYPERICUM HYPERICUIOES l l,000 l.\/0\/ l 55DNUO DESMOOIUM CF NUDIFLOAUH 4 1,000 I. 750 5 llll IC LYONIA LICUSTRINA l )B.OOJ l�.JOII l 66GPLIR GOODYERA PUBESCEI\IS I ,.0011 4.000 5 24'1REP MITCHELLA REPEI\IS 6 t,5,0JO IO, .lJJ 2 67AVIR HEXASTYLIS VIRCINICA s 2'1.000 s.eoo 5 2 7M A fl AHOOOOENORON AfLANflCUH 4 lH.llull )�.JII\/ l 84oP81F POLYCONATUH 81FLORUH 4 e.ooo 1.1100 5 3011 ARC RUB US SPP 4 7.0IIJ 1. ,�o 
) 2AAA8 AMELANCHl[R ARROIIEA 5 1).000 2.t.00 5 l I SAL 0 SASSAFRAS Al8IOUM " 51.000 6,tb1 
) 5CMAC CHIMAPIIILA MACULAJA I 1.ouo 1.000 5 l l SAAR SORBUS ARRUTIFOLIA l l,llOO 1.\JJO 
) 8CALN CLETHIIA ALNIFOLIA l s.ooo 5.ooo 5 )5VS1A VACCINIUH SJAHINEUM 1 101.0,,-, 14 .�11 
) 'ICFLO C OR NUS Fl OR I DA 1 l 1.1100 5.ltlb 5 36VVAC VACCINIU'1 VACILLAI\IS 12 572.0JO 4 1. t 6 1 
) llfAHE EUONYMOUS AHERICANUS l) 267.0110 20.5JB 5 52C VER COREOPSIS VERJICILLAJA l 5.001) �.ClOO 
) IJCBAC GAYLUSSACIA 8ACCAJA 3 14.000 4,667 5 54CACA CYPRIPEOIU'1 ACAULE l J.OOJ I, �JII 
) 15CFRO CAYLUSSACIA FRONOOSA I 51.000 51.000 5 BOPANX PAI\IICUM SPP NARROW LEAF I 1.0011 l, <lO'.l 
°' ..... 
5 AZf.111\X l'llllC(IIE Sl'P " I� I. :1:IJ -� 7. ,�,) 8 801'1\NX PANICU'I SPP NA�IIOW LEAF l 1'>.0JJ l,.•lO) 
r; A4Pll IF Pill YGllNIITU'4 R ll'LC"IIU'4 3 'l.llll·l .I .UUU 8 OlGIIAX POii(( AE SPI' 2 4,0,11 1.t1'.'lO 
5 tl'iP,\t,/U PIERllllU'I A�UILINU'I z J6 ,(ll'II ltl.JllO 9 3CPU'I CIISTA"IEA PUHILA 2 4,0J,l z. J'l•J 
5 'HIP.\l Tll(lYPTERIS PIILUSTRIS-NOVE!IO I 11.UUJ 11.1100 9 5('111( CHIHAl'Hlll\ HIICULIITA 2 Z, 0•)0 l.llJ1 
5 l l<!Ullll!I OICUT riER8 SP UO l l,llOJ 2.JOO 9 7C VI R CHIONIINTHUS VIMGINICUS I I. O•JO I .JOJ 
5 11 JUliAC 01,or HERO SP DC I 1,000 1,00() 9 9CFLO COMNUS FLORIDA 13 11.00.:1 5,92 I 
6 JCPU14 CASTANEA PUHllA l 2.00J l .(100 9 l2EA'IE EUUNY'IOUS AHERICANUS l lil.0\)0 111,(100 
6 4CCA'I C[RCIS CANADENSIS " 6.0\)l) 1,500 9 IJGRAC GIIYLUSSACIA Bll(CIITI\ 3 14.0J1 ". <t, 1 
6 5C'411C CHIHIIPHILA '11\CULATA 1 15.0:)0 l. , .. ) 9 15Cflll) GAYLUSSACIA FRQNUOSA l 5. l)\)l) 5. ooo 
6 9C FLO (;U,PWS FLOR I DA lit 144,('IOl) 1,1.z t16 9 31 SIILB SASSAFRIIS ALPIUUP1 " 5.01J I .Z5l> 
6 lZEAr4E [UUNY'IOUS A'IERICANUS 10 )77.000 J7.700 9 35VSTA VACCl"IIU'I STA'41NEU'I 9 45,0J,) '>.UO•l 
6 24HR1:P .. ITCHELLA REPENS 3 45.000 l'>.JOO 9 36VVAC VACCINIUH VACILLIINS 12 )15.t.l.>J ll>, l'JO 
6 25'1RUO HORUS RUBRA 5 ti. 0,10 1,(,00 9 JAVACE VIRURNUH ACERIFCLIUH " �.O,lll z.r,o 
6 31 SALB S,\S�AFRAS ALBIOUH " 13.0JO z .J()() 9 HVOE"I VlijURNU'I OENTATUH l Z ,(),It.I 1.000 
6 3/S.\Rtl SORBUS ARBUTIFOLIA " 9,000 2. l 5•) 9 40VPRU VIRUR"IUH PRUNIFOLIUH I l ,l)l)J ?. , ')00 
6 HVA TR VIICCINIUH ATMOCOCCU'I l J.llJO 3,000 9 5 IC AR X CAIIEX SPP 2 J.000 1. �l)J 
6 JSVS Tl\ VACCINIU'4 STAHINEUH 2 29.000 , , •• JJ,J 9 55DNUU DESHOOIUH CF NUOIFLORUH J 5.0llJ I .M,7 
6 J6VVAC VACCINIUH VACILLANS 2 l�.OllO '1.�0() 9 t!IPAW)( PANICUH SPP WIOE LEAF l I. 111Jl) 1,00•1 
6 4lMTRI UN�NOWN SHRUO SP 8 l 2.000 z.tio,1 9 82GIIAK POACEAE SPP l 5.0,JO 5.JJ,l 
6 'JJCVV I CY"IUGLOSSU'I VIRGINIANUH l 1.00J I.OOJ 9 84PUIF POLYGONIITU'4 t!IFLORUH 3 a.OJ<> l ,,,61 
6 55UNUU OESHOUIUH CF NUOIFLORUH 10 50�00:l 'J.JOJ 10 JCPU'I CASTANt::A PUHILA l I • OO,l I. J�ll 
6 6lCCIR GALIUH CIMCAEZA�S ll 2f>).01)0 2}.<l09 10 5CHIIC CHIHAPHILA HACULATA " lJ.OllJ J. l'>ll 
6 65GC.A"I GEIJH CA"'4AOE'IISE 8 Z<>. OllO l.�01) 10 7C VIR CHIO"IANTHUS VIRGINICUS l 7 .llllO 7.JOO 
6 6bGPUO GODJYERA PU�LSCE"IS I z.ooJ Z.JJO 10 9C.fl0 CQKNUS FLUKIUA 5 Ii, 01) ),1,JO 
6 80PA"IX PA'IIICU� SPP NIRROW LEAF l 3. OOt.l ).1100 10 12EAHE EUONYMDUS A�ERICANUS 2 4<, .t.lOJ , l .,lJI) 
6 81PAWK PA...,ICUM SPP WIUE LEAF " 15,00J .l. , .-.o 10 IJGRIIC GAYLUSSACIA 8ACCIITA 3 4·,. ()OJ lto.H,1 
6 82f.RIIK POIICEIIE SPP 2 11>,00tl s.uon 10 31SIILB SASSAFRAS ALRIOU� 9 I� .O.>J l ,Jll,1 
6 8 )PP!: l POJOPHYLLU'I PELTATU'1 5 19,l)Q() ),AOII 10 J5VSTA VACCINIUH STA'IINEU'1 6 'iJ.OOJ 1.JJ) 
6 87POTA POTENTILLA CIINAUENSIS-SIHPLE l Z .01)1) l.,l'OO 10 Jl,VVIIC VAC.CINIUH VACILLA�S 13 211.00,1 7J. �t,t, 
6 OtlPALB PRErJAtHHES ALB,\ I I, ()00 1.\.100 10 54CACA CYPRIPEUIUM ACAULE l ).OOJ ) ,()0 J 
6 95UPER UVULARIA PERfOLIATA 4 2) .O()O 5. 750 10 550NUO OESHOOIUH Cf �UOIFLORUM 2 <, ,l),IJ l .-)Jl) 
6 96VPAP VIOLA CF PAPILLl�NACEA l 9.00J 9,i.JOO Ill 560PAN DES'IOUIUM PANICULIITU'I I 4. l);'ll) .••. )JJ 
t, '  l07UH.\S UICOT HERO SP AS l 2 .0,10 Z.0()0 10 tllf.llAX POACEAE SPP I l .OQJ I .llOO 
6 IOBUHAT OICIIT HERB SP AT l 1.000 I.JJO 10 8"PO IF POLYGONATUM BIFLURUH z .�. O·JJ I•:;;.:, 
6 l09UHAV DICOT l'fltB SP AV l 2.000 l ,llJ() 10 92SKAC SHILACINA RACE�OSA I z.<>:JJ z.oJJ 
1 3CPU'I CIISTANEA PU'IILA l ll.llll O 4 .0()0 ll 5C'1AC ClllHAPHILA '4ACULATA 4 11.�JO z. ,�o 
1 5C'1AC CHl1APHILA '4ACULATA l 1.000 2.000 ll 9Cfl0 COR"IUS FLORIDA J 9.l)()J ).0.10 
1 9CHO C.OKNUS flORIUA 9 J'i. OOll ". )15 11 IZEA'1E EUIINY,'40US A'4ERlCANUS l I .OJJ I .•'JO 
1 I Zf IIHE EUUNYHOUS ll'IE�ICANUS l 4 536.0()1) 3:1. l ll t, ll I JGB.\I: GAYLUSSACIA BACCATA 4 13J.ll\)Q 3.1.!SJ 
1 Z I l RE� ll'IIUERA BE"'lUIN I l.OOJ 1,000 11 15GFRO GAYLUSSIICI A f�llNOOSA 4 lbd.OJO 1t�.1IJ() 
1 24'1Rt:P HI TCHELLA RE PENS 9 l4J.(ll)() I'>. dtl'l ll ltlltllYP HYPERICU� HYPEKICOIDES 2 l!>,OJO II.JOO 
1 3 I SALB SASSAFRIIS ALOIDUH 6 15.0ihl 7.5ll0 11 28MNUO RHCUOUENORO"' NUDIFLORUH l 11 l. tl IJ I ll.ll(lO 
1 HVATR VACCINIUH ATROCOCCU'4 l J.000 3.00\l 11 31 SAL 8 SASSAFRAS ALBIOUH 3 3.0JJ I .l'Oll 
1 JSVSTA VACCINIUH STAHINEU .. " zz.ooo 5. 'iO\.l ll 35VSTA VIICCINIUM STAHINEUM 9 11.. l)J:) R.,100 
1 )c,VVAC VACCINIU'1 VACILLANS " 24.000 b.OOJ ll 31>VVAC VACCINIUH VACILLANS 11 17.ll .O·lJ I 1,'i09 
1 550...,UO OES'IOOIU'I Cf NUOIFLORUH l 1.000 I .JOO ll 80PANK Pll'IIICU'4 SPP "IAMRO" LEAF l J .OO•l l,JJO 
1 6 JG Tl N GALIUM TINCTORU� l J.0()0 J. ,lJll 12 2AARU 11'4ELANCHIER AKROREA 2 J.OJJ l. 5\JJ 
1 64GALX GALIU'I SPP l J. l)l)I) J,vOJ 12 5CHIIC CHl'4APHILA HACULATA 6 9,0J') I • .-,,10 
1 8JPPEL POtlOPHYllU'1 PH TIITU!ol l 1.000 l, ll()ll 12 7C V IR ClllCNANTHUS VIRGINICUS 2 8.01)0 4 .1100 1 84Pf\ IF PGLYGONATU'1 tllflUIIU'I l j .ooo l,CliO 12 9CFLO CORNUS FLOMIOA " I J .0.1 l J. l.�0 
1 85PACR POLYSTICHU'1 ACROSTICHOIOES l Z.OllO Z .JOO 12 12EA'4E EUllNY'40US A'IERlCANUS � J-1.0,)J 'I. 1 �tl 
1 '12SMIIC S'41LACINA RIICEMUSII 2 3.0J� I. 500 12 IJGBIIC GIIYLUSSACIA RACCATA I ZI.OOJ ll .,10\.l 
lAARO A'l[LANCHIER AMUCMEA l 1.oco l .JJJ 12 Zlll I G LYO"IIA LIGUSTIIINA l l.J\)J 1.•)Jl) 
5C'4AC CHl'111PHILA HIICULIITA 2 4 ,Oil•) 2,�011 12 ldRNUO RHOUODENORU'II NUOIFLORUH 10 lllZ.JJO 1 .. ,. 700 
l 3G!\AC CAYLU5SIICIII RIICC.IITA 8 l6b.Q\)\) ,�.250 12 JI SIILB SASSAFMIIS ALBIOUH 6 , .u )l) I, I 6 f 
lt!IIHYP tlYPERICUH HYPERICOIOES l 11.00J 11.000 12 HVATR VIICCINIUH ATROCOCCU'1 3 r. r,>J 7, 3)) 
Z4MlltP '1ITCHELLA REPE"IS " 91 ,l)l)J Zl. 750 12 HVS 1 II VACCINIUH STA'll'llfUM 4 21,l'OJ �.i-;o 
2RR'IIUD IIHODOOENDRON NUUIFLORUH 6 2J'>.00ll 34,tlJJ 12 )t,VVIIC VIICCINIUH VIICILLA'IIS 9 214 .OJl> ZJ.71S 
31 SAL 0 SASSAFRAS ALBIOUH 5 , • l)Q\) I ,4\.10 ll 40VPMU VIOURNUH PRUNIFOLIU'I I Z,l)ilJ l. ,100 
J'iVSTA V�CCINIUH STA�INEU� l 1.000 1.00,1 12 51CAR)( CIIIIEK SPP 2 �.,hlll �. �lh) 
lbVVAC VhLCINIUH VhCILLIINS 10 lll.JJO 31.100 12 55ll"'4UU UE S'40DIUH Cf NUOI FLORUH 6 )4,000 ':,. "" 1 
5toCACA CYPRJPEOIIJ'1 AChULE l 1.000 I .OJO 12 51>UPI\N llESHODIUM PANILULIITUH I l. ,J()J ;, • h)ll 
611\V IR HlXIISTYLTS VIRGINICA 3 12.01)0 ".ooo 12 '.illllV I l UIOSC.DREA VILLllSA l 2.t.h)t) 7. 1)\ll) 
111 V-H ISOTRIA--�EOEOLA 2 6,000 3,000 12 6 711V Ill IIEXIISTYLIS VIMGINICA I 5. :1,IJ � •. >.:J "' 
00 
12 6'1HV(� HltRIICIUM V[NOSU� l I • •l!l J I.JOI) 16 IICALN CL(THRA ALNlfOLIA 3 5J.OOIJ I 7.t67 
IZ 7drC IN OS4UIIICA Cl�NA�UHE/1 l Z.OOJ /.\JOO 16 IJGOAC GAYLUSSIICl/1 6/ICCIITA 12 zi.q.0011 v. )3 l 
IZ d4rfl IF POLYGOIIIIITUM elJLCRUM 2 J.000 I. 500 16 15GFRO GIIYLUSSIICl/1 FRONOOSA l't )%.000 ll. 571 
12 85PIIC'l POLYSTICHU� ACROSTICHOIDES � 2 I .01.lJ i. .1�0 16 IBHHYP HYPEKICUM HYPERICOIOES 2 J.010 I. 51.lll 
12 92 Sil AC SMILACINA R/ICE�OSA I 9,000 tl,1)00 16 23LMAR LYONI A M/IRIANA I 9,UOO 9,000 
12 9 JSOE SOLIUAGO CF CAESIA .) 5,001) I, t-61 16 Z 7RATL RHOOOOENORON ATLANTICUM I 10,0JO l 1.ClO•l 
ll 94TP,\L THELYPTERIS PALUSTRIS-NOVEBO 2 10.000 5,000 16 20RNUO RHOOOOENORON NUOIFLORUM 2 !>I ,000 2:>.5CO 
12 96VPAP VIOLA CF PAPILLIUNACEA 2 4, \JUI) 2.000 16 31 SAL R SASSAFIIAS ALAIOUM 5 ICl,OCO 2,0(10 
I l 5CMIIC CHl�APHILII MACULAT.\ 2 4.000 2,000 16 32SARO SOIIOUS ARBUTlfOLIA l J,000 3.00J 
I l ICY Ill CIIICNIIIIITtllJS VtAr.tNICUS I I, O,ll) 1.1100 16 35VS Tfi VACCINIUM STAHINEUM 9 78,000 !l .1>6 7 
IJ 11£AlP EPIGIIE4 Rl::PENS l 2 J. Ol)tl lJ.JOO 16 )bVVAC VACCINIUM VIICILLIIIIIS l3 600.000 5.'?,108 
13 I 2Ell11C: [UONY�OUS A)4ERICA�US 2 llo.001) 7,JOO 16 71 IV-H ISOTRIA--HEOEOl/1 l l.OJO I, Jr..:, 
ll l lGlJ,\C vllYLUSSACIA RIICCATA 10 b 14 ,0,11) 61.400 16 76HVIR HEU(OlA VIKGINICA l z.ooo 2 •. JOO 
13 2 3L H.\R LYONIA MARIANA 2 l ll. O•JO 9,1)01) 16 8.?GIIAX l'OACEIIE SPP I 2, 0011 2 .110·) 
1l 2rl11111JO �HUUODEIIIUIIOIII IIIUOIFLORUH 1 90.000 ll,i,';7 11 2AARO A�ElAIIICHIER ARBOREA 3 12,000 4.0(1,) 
l) llSALO SASSAFRAS ALAIDUM 6 ld,000 1.000 I 7 7C t/lR CHIONANTHUS VIRGINICUS l 4,00J 4,0(',) 
l) )5VSTA VA(CINIUH STAHINEUM 6 21.000 J. R3l 17 9CFLO CORNUS FLORIO/I 2 3,000 I. �Oil 
13 3bVVIIC V�CCINIUM VIICILLANS 15 5,,2. ooo lb, 133 11 l3G8AC GAYLUSSACIA BACCIITA 13 l4l.Ot.:0 Zb.309 
I l 5 ICAII X CAR EX SPP 2 32.IJOO 1�.000 17 l5GFIIO GIIYLUSSACIA FRONOOSl 1 132.l)JI) IQ. t;5 7 
l3 72IS0V ISOTKIA VLRTICILLATA I 1.000 1.000 17 28KNUU RHllOOOENUKON NUlll>-LORUM 3 10 ,l•JO l. n� 
I 3 80PAIIIX Pll�ICUH SPP NARROW LEAF 2 21.0110 11. 500 17 31 SAL A SASSAFRAS AlAIOUM 10  JI. OOJ �. 1<:1.l 
I J 1!2GR/IX P(l.\CE AE SPP l I b. 00,J lu.000 17 35VSTA VACCINIUM STA�l��UM 5 21>,000 '">,100 
13 B4P1l If PCLYG'JNATU� 8IFLORUH 2 b,000 l,000 17 3bVVAC VACCINIU� VAClllAIIIS 15 3 70,0,)0 24.tt,7 
I 3 9lSELI SlJTELLIIR IA El IPTICA I l, JOO l,'JOO 17 84POIF POLYGONATUM 81FLORUM z J.r.oo I. 5Cll 
14 ZA.\11!1 AMELAIIICHIER ARBCAEA I l ,001) 1.0011 18 211/IRO AHELAIIICHHII All BOREii 4 14,0,hl t'I. c;oo 
14 5C�.\C CHIMAPHILA MACULATA 2 13, iJ.lJ "· 5(10 18 5U1AC CHIMAPHILA H.\CULATA ,. ,; ,0;)0 1, l5·1 
lit 9CFlO C!H<�US HORIOA 5 8.000 I, LOO 18 8CALN CLETHRA ALNlfOLIA ,. lJ7.0llO U .1�0 
14 IJGOAC G.\YLUSSACIA AACCIITA 8 211,00J 2b,J75 18 9CFLO CORNUS FLUR I DA 3 J,OOJ l .llOil 
14 ZZlL Iv LYONIA LIGUSTRINA l 1.000 I .ooo 18 l2(AHE EUONYMOUS AHERICA"IUS I l, l)llll 1.000 
14 2d 1HlUU RtlOOUOENDRO"I IIIUDIFLORUM ) 111.000 37,\JOO 18 l3GOAC GAYLUSSACl/1 IIACCATA l 12.000 l�.1.\JJ 
I lo 31S-\l8 SASSAFRAS Al�IOUM 8 14.0JJ 1,750 18 l 5GFPO GIIYLUSSIICIII FROIIIUOSA Ill 37.J.Ollil 31.000 ,,. HVATR V�CCl�IUH ATROCQCCUH I I ,O'hl I .1.l1IO 18 l 91 t/ER llEX VERTICILLIITII l .1,0l)J J • JOI} '" 35VSTA VACCINIUH STA�INEUM 8 104 ,01)0 I l, JJO 18 28RNUD RHOUOOEIIIORON NUOIFLORUM l 'i,000 5. ,ltlJ 
14 Jt,VV.\C Vll(CINIUM VACILLANS 9 139,000 15 • 4't4 18 31SIIL8 SASSAFRAS ALOIOUM 12 113.00J b. 91 7 
14 550'1UU U[SHOUIUM CF NUOIFLORUM I 1.00'.l I ,l O,J 18 3JVATR VACCINIUM ATROCOCCUM 2 5.ooo ;,>.<,Ol} 
14 5<,l)l'/1',j OESMOOIUM PANICUlATUM I 1,000 I.JOO 18 34VCOK VACCIUIUM COIIY"lllr.SU� 4 s.ooo 1 • .150 
l4 di.IP.\�)( PIIMICU"I SPP N4RROW LEAF l J ,DOil J.l)l),) 18 3SVSTA VACCINIUN STAMIIIIEU� lJ 119,0JI) ll,<1\JO 
14 84Pll If >'OLYGOIIIATUM 81FLCIIUH l 2,000 7. .00,1 18 3bVVAC VIICCIIIIIUH VIIClllANS 14 41.lO.OJO l'I. l 't J 
14 'llSRIIC S�ILACIN/1 IIACEMOSA l 1.000 l,OOJ 18 HYDEN Vl£1UIINUM Of"ITATU"I 2 6.000 ) .0,)ll 
14 'ISU?[R Ut/�LARIA PERFOLIATA l 22,001) 22,l•OU 18 54lACA CYPRIPEOIU)4 ACAULE I l, 0,1.:, I.JJO 
15 21\A'lU A�[LANCHIER AIIBOlll:A I 2.00:, 2 .,JOtl 113 69HCIIE llOUSTONI A CAERULEA l 3.0)0 3.000 
15 JCPU� CIISTIIIIIEII PUMILA ,. 2�.000 7,250 18 71 IV-H ISOTRIA--�EOEOLA l 1. 0(10 1.uoo 
15 5C"IIIC. CHIM,PHILA MIICULATA 2 l l. OOJ 5. ,;.:,o 18 75LQUII LYSIM/ICHIA QUAOIIIFCLIA l Z,00.J .z.0110 
15 7C VI R CHIONANTHUS VIRGINICUS 2 lo,000 2.000 18 8IP/IWX PIINICUM SPP WIUE LEAF l 2.000 2,001) 
15 9CFLO CuRIIIUS FLUII I DA 10 42,0JO 4,200 18 82GRAX POIICEAE SPP 2 19.GOO �. 500 
15 I lt.\'-'E EUOIIIY"IOUS /IH[�ICANUS 10 Jb4.0UO Jb,-.00 18 8 7PO TA POTEIIITILLA CANAUENSIS-SIHPLE l I ,Ullll 1.000 
15 llGRAC GIIYlUSSACIA AAll/lTA ,. 16,00J 4 .0110 18 92SRAC SHILACINA RACEMOSA I 1,00.l 1,000 
15 15GFR<J CIIYLUSSACIA FRONOOSA 2 9,ClOO 4 • 500 18 106UIIII\J \JICOT HERB SP AQ I ),\JOO ).OOJ 
15 191 Vt:ll ILO VERTICILLATA I l.Ollll l,(100 19 3CPUM CASTANEA PUHILA I I .UJO 1.000 
15 ULLIG LYU�IA LIGUSTKIMII 3 29.00J 'I• i,b 1 19 4CCA,... CERCIS CANAOENSIS ,. 1. 0'.10 , • 750 
15 20Q'JUO RHOOOUEIIIURON IIIUDIFLORUH 6 64.000 10. bb 1 19 5CMIIC CHIMAPHILA MACULATA 8 ZZ. 000 �. 1�0 
15 3 l S Al 0 SIISSAFAAS /llOIUU� ) 5, 0,lll I ,H,7 19 9CFLO CORNUS FlURlllll 5 4b.l}l),) <1.Z,JO 
15 l2S.\1!8 SCR£1US AR"UTIFOltA l 2.000 Z,llOJ 19 IOCUNI CRATAEGUS UNIFlORA l I. l);)IJ I .,lllJ 
15 3JV.\TR VACCINIUM ATROCCCCUM l 2,000 Z .,JOO 19 l2EAME EUONYMOUS AHERICANUS l3 5<>9,000 43. ,�,; 
15 35VSTA VACCINIUM STA .. l"IEU� ,. 31.000 1, 1;0 19 llGO.\C GAYlUSSACIA AACCATA l b.000 b.l.lOO 
15 )bVVIIC VA(CINIU� VACILLANS 12 J6B,O,JO 30.ub 1 19 l 81HiY P IIYPERICUH HYPER ICOIDES l 1.0.10 7 .J(ll) 
15 !:>5U'lUU OES�ODIUM CF NUUIFLORUH 8 15,0l}O 4,HS 19 l91VER ILEX VERTICILLATA l 5.0\)(l 1.1-1> 1 
15 7b�'IIR MEDEOlA VIRGINICA I 1.0l)ll l,,)00 19 2ZlLIG lYUNIII LIGUSTRINA z 1',.0JO I .'100 
15 84P£1H POLYGO�ATUH £llfl011UH l 1,00•J I.OJO 19 24MREP HITCHELLA REPENS 1 662, 011,) 94. � 71 
15 92S11AC SMILIICINA RIICEMOSA " 13.0tJO ).250 19 25MRUO MO�US RUORA l 1.000 1.000 
15 93SCAE SOLIUAGO Cf CIIESIA I l .OJJ 1,1.lllll 19 30111\RG RU£1US SPI' 6 25,00C .•• l 1> 1 
15 94TPAL THElYPTERIS PALUSTRIS-NOVEBO I s. 00<) 5. ,)Q\) 19 3�VSTA VACCINIUM STAMlllltUM 4 , .ooo I. 751l 
15 11 7UHllH UICOT HERO SP OM I 1.000 l .l/00 19 Jt,VVAC V,\CCINIUH VACILLAIIIS 8 75. C'Cll "· l75 
16 ZAMtl IIM(LANCIIIER ARBOREA " 38.001) 9,500 19 l 7V Tl L VIICCINIUM UNK SPP 3 9.0011 ·' .,1; J °' 
\0 
19 38VIICE VI t!URI\IU.'1 ACHIFOLIU'4 2 f,.,)'ll) J.OOJ 
19 t,<,At>U!, AGRU'1UIIII A PJOE SC (IIIS l 1.uuo 1. nu 
19 t, 7ATR I ARISAEMA TRIPHVLLUM 1 �t,.000 1. Tl t, 
19 t,9AUVI AUREOLARIA VIRGINICA 5 1�.oou 3. 1)\)t) 
19 511:A� X CA1UX SPP 1 1 ll.01)0 lt..(100 
19 �5UIIIUO OESMOOIUM CF IIIUUIFLORUM 9 <, 7. 0(10 1. "" '• 
19 S80VIL OIOSCOREA VILLOSA 2 10.000 !'>.000 
19 bOFVI� FRAGARIA VIRGl�IANA l 1.000 I.C'OJ 
19 blGC IR GALIUM CIRCAElANS ) IO. lll1,I l.PJ 
19 b 5GC Art GEUM CAIIIAOEIIISE 2 l.t.lllJ' I .OOil 
19 bbGPUO GOODYERA PUOESCEIIIS l 13.0110 "· 50·1 
19 72 I SOV ISOTRIA V(RTIClllAJA I 1. 000 1.000 
19 8IPAWX PIII\IICUM SPP WIUE LEAF 2 8. (1110 ... ooo 
19 82GRI\X POIICE AE SPP 6 122.000 l.'I. JJJ 
19 tlt,PU IF PULYGOIIIIIIUM I\IFLORU'1 ll '}0. ll,)l) 1. c.oo 
19 8SPACR PULYSIICHU'1 AC'IOSf ICHOID[S " I� .0,10 3. 750 
19 8 7POTA POTEIIITILLA CANAUENSIS-SIMPLE 6 JI. \)lJ() 5. It, T 
19 88P4L 8 PREllll\111 TtlE S Al tlA ,. i, .Ot.lJ I. Soll 
19 92SRAC SMILIICINA RIICEMOSA 14 161) .ooo 11. t,7q 
19 93SCAE SOLIOAGO CF CA[SIII 2 J. t.ltlt.l 1. 50\J 
19 95UPEK UVULARIA PEKfOLIATA 1 IJl.000 14.429 
19 96VPAP VIOLA Cf PAPILLIOIIIACEA " 12.0JtJ }.·JOO 
I 'J l l 8UIIO'l UICOI H(RII SP lllll l l. 000 I.JOO 
l9 I 11WHOO DICOT HERtl SP [10 l e.oou 4. JI)\) 
19 l20UHOP OICOJ Hf �ti SP tlP I t,.OJO 4.JOO 
19 121UHBQ DICOJ HlRB SP !lJ I 1.uu0 1.00,) 
19 l23UIIOS DICOT H(RI\ SP HS I 1.000 I .OOJ 
20 2AARO A�(LANCIIHR l\!<BnREA 4 I.Z.OJJ }.001) 
20 IZEA�E E�UIIIYMUUS A�tRICAIIIUS I 11.on.:, 11.000 
20 IJGBAC GAYLUSSACIII BACCATA 5 101.ovv 2,). t,OI) 
20 15GFRO GAYLUSSACIA �RIJNOOSA 12 50'1.0011 4.Z.417 
20 2 4MRl P MITCHELLA REPENS l I 71.0•JO 5 T. ooo 
20 31 SIil n SASSAFRAS AL�IUUM l J.Ot.lJ 3.000 
2J 32SARR SURIJUS IIRBUTIFOL IA 5 31.0tJJ t..201) 
20 1" VCUR VACCIUIUM CORYMROSUM ti ,,1,,000 5. 7511 
20 3SVSTA VIICCIIIIIUM S1A'1l111(UM 1 5 , • J (lJ 8.l'd 
20 36 VVAC VACCIIIIIU� VACILLANS b fl',.01)0 l'• .ooo 
20 39VOEIII VIAURNUM U(NIAIU'1 3 3l.("IJ 11.000 
20 5t,CACA CYPRIPEOIU� IICAULE 4 11 •. Jl)i) l .J,lJ 
20 82GRA I( POIICEAE SPP 6 5 7 .001) 9.500 
21 2AARI\ AMELAIIICHl[R I\Rf\OREA I l.000 3.0vO 
21 5CMAC CHIHAPHILA MIICULAIA 12 5�.0JO 4. '111 
21 9CFLO COKNUS FlLRIOA I 1.000 I.Ol)J 
21 12ll\HE tUOIIIYMOUS AMERICANUS 4 bl. O,IJ 15. 5!l0 
2l 1.JGAAC CAYLUSSIICIA �A(CATA 8 ,Z<;B.ll\JO 3/.7SJ 
21 l8HHYP HYPERICUM HYPfRICOl�ES I 3.0(10 J.00\1 
21 2ZLL IG LYUIIIIA LIGUSIRINA 1 31,0'JO ". '14 
21 2.JU'l,\11. LYGIIIIA MARIANA l T ,000 7 .llOO 
21 24HREP MIICtlfllA REPC�S 2 l l ,00,) I0.50J 
21 2ARl\llJl) KHOOODENDRnN NUUIFLORUM l "q .tl�hl 21,. 500 
21 31 SAL 8 SASSAFRIIS Alli I OU'4 lO l'l.OJC' 2.'1JO 
21 HVCOR VACCIUIUM CURY�80SU� l ;, .0(10 2. O\JtJ 
21 3SVSTII VACCINIUH SIIIMIN(U'1 s l<>,O•JO L lJO 
2l l6VVI\C VACCINIUH VIICILLI\IIIS ll 41 J.OOll J<;. l'i) 
21 l7VTE l VACCIIIIIUM UNK SPP l 7.0;IO 7 .0()() 
21 SOB TIN OAPTI SIA Tl "lCTOR I A l 2. O·IJ 1.000 
21 51 CAR X CAR EX SPP 1 4J.Jtl0 ';. Tl 4 
21 54CACA CYPRIPEOIUH IICAULE 5 I 7. 0 )O J.400 
21 550111UD OESMOOIUH CF NUOIFLORU" 2 l.OJt.l I. 500 
21 721SOV ISOJRIA V�RTICILLAJA I 11 .1100 11.JO\J 
21 75LUUA LYSl�ACHIA QUAURIFOLIA } 1 7, 111)0 �.(,(, 1 
21 82GRAX POACEAE SPP l. t,5. 000 22.500 
21 87POJI\ POIEIIITILLA CIIIIIAOENSIS-SIHPLE I 2. Oll•l l.OiJO 
21 88PALB PREIIIAIIITHES ALBA I 1.000 1.00\J 
21 '12StUC S�ILACIIIIA RIICE'10SA 
zz ll\SCR ALIIIUS S[IIIIULATA 
lZ 21\ARO I\M[LANCHl(R ARBOR EA 
Z2 5CMAC CHl'11\PHILI\ '41\CULATA 
zz '1CFLO COKI\IUS FUIRIOA 
Z2 13G8AC GAYLUSSIICIII OACCATA 
Zl l?IVER ILEX VEkllCILLATA 
lZ ZZLLIG LYOIIIIA LIGUSIRIIIIA 
lZ ZllMI\R l YOIIIIA MI\R IANA 
Z2 ZIIRNIJU RHODOUENOROIII NUUIFLORUM 
22 31SALB SIISS,HRAS IILOIOUM 
22 J2SIIKtl SCIRI\US I\ROUTI FOLi ii 
22 3JVI\IR VIICCIIIIIUM AlttUCOCCU'1 
22 3"VClllt VACC I U I UM CORY'1110Sl1'4 
22 3SVS1A VIICCIIIIIUM SIA'11�lUM 
22 3hVVAC VACCIIIIIUM VACILLIIIIIS 
22 3'1VIIEIII VIOUIINUM UENIAIUM 
Z2 51CIIRX CIIRE X SPP 
22 75LQUA LYSl'1ACHIA QUAORIFOLIA 
22 82GKAX POIICEAE Sl'P 
22 84Pl\lF POLYGONAIU� AIFLnRU� 
22 l2t,UH8T UICOT HEKU SP Ill 
23 21\ARJ\ IIMELAIIICHIE!t I\Rl'OREA 
21 JCl'UM CASTANEA PU'1 LA 
23 9CHU C!IRNUS FLORll)A 
23 lZEAM[ EUUNYMnus hMERICANUS 
23 13GOIIC GIIYLUSSACIA OACCAJI\ 
23 lbGIR I GILLEIIIIA TR I FOLi A 1 A 
21 l q I Vf R I LEX VERIICILLAU 
2} ZZLLIG LYOIIIIA LIGUSIRIIIIA 
21 28RNUU RHOUUUEIIIOROIII IIIUUIFLORUM 
23 Z9ROSA ROSA SPP 
23 31 SAL R SASSAFRAS ALOIOUM 
21 3.Z SARO SORBUS AklJIJIIFrlt� 
2) nvSTA VACCINIUM SIIIMIIIIEU'4 
23 36VVAC V�CCINIU� VACILLANS 
23 3'1VOUI VIBUR'IU'1 UEIIIIAIU'1 
23 SlCARX CAREX SPP 
2) 550111UD O[S�OOIUM CF IIIUOIFLORU'4 
23 56UPAI\I UESMODIUM PANICULATU'1 
23 6.ZGPIL GALI UM PI LOSU'4 
2) 7':ilQUA lYSIMACHIA QUI\OklFOLIA 
23 At,Plll F POL YGONt.lU'1 BIHORU"I 
21 '14TPAL IHHYPIERIS l'�LUSTRIS-NOVEOa 
23 ll4UHOD DICOT HERB SP 00 
23 12SFERF UNKI\IQ,1r,, F LRIII SP F 
24 2AARtl l\�IELANCHICR AROUJ;EA 
24 5CMIIC CII MAPHILA '11\CULAIA 
24 ?CHO CORNUS HUR I UA 
2" llCOI\C GAYLUSSACIA tlll(CATA 
24 191VER ILCX VERTICILLAII\ 
24 22ll lG LYONIA LIGUSIRIIIIA 
24 2dRIIIUU RHOUOllEIIIORON I\IU:IIHuRUH 
24 31 SIIL B SASSAFRAS IILI\IOU'4 
24 JZS.\Kll SOU DUS 1111 OUT IF Ol I.\ 
24 nvsu VACllNIUM SIAMIIIIEUM 
24 3bVVAC VIICCIIIIIUH VACILLI\IIIS 
24 38VACE VIOURI\IUM IICERlfOLIU� 
2', 5 ICAll.X CAR EK SPP 
2', 5.ZCVER COREUPSIS VERJICILL�TA 
24 ':iSONUU DESMODIUM CF NUJIFLORUH 
24 ':idilV I l UIOSCOR(A VILLOSA 
24 <,t,GPUrl GOOUYERI\ PUU(SLf�S 
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2lo 7'ollllN LYSIMACHIA Lll�CfrLIITA l 4 • ,Hh> ,, • �):)O 26 701fl'UN IIOUSTOl',III\ PUAPU1<(A 2 14.0'1" 7. oo n H 7'5L1JUII LYSIMIICIIIA IJUAUIIJFOLIA .. 10•1.0111) }. , .,100 26 7 21 sov ISUTRIA VENTICILLATA l 1.1)1)0 I • Ol>:J 
2'• 8JrA1',JJI PANICUM SrP 1',JA�ROW LEAF 2 c,').001) '.14.500 26 ·t'5LOUII LYSIMACHIA OUAONIFOLIA J s. o:JJ I. t It 7 2" AIPAWX PIINICUM SPP WIOE LEAF l t,.000 1>.000 26 80PANX PANICUM SPP NA�AOW LEAF 5 Jl.O,lll 6, 'tiJll 2lo 82GNAX POACEAE SPP J 70.000 23,JH 26 8lPAWJC PANICUM SPP WIDE LEAF J 56.000 Id. t,t, 7 
24 !'loPBI F POLYGCNATUM 0 I FLOAU'I 5 10.no,1 2.noo 26 82GRA X POACEIIE SPP 6 l',.OUJ 5.!IJJ 
2', 85PACN POLYSTICHUM IICROSflCHOIOES I I .OvO ..... uo 26 84Pfllf POLYGONI\TU'4 UIFLONUH 0 29.00,J 3. (,}.', 24 88PALO PAENANTllE S ALBA 2 5,00J 2.500 2<, 8UPALO PRENAl',llHES AltlA I 2,01)) z. J.1;) H 91 SH I SCUTELLARIA ELIPTICA I l .OOll 1.000 26 9 l SEL I SCUTELLARIA ELIPTICA J 5. J01l I • <,t, 7 
2\ 92SRAC SHILACINA RIICEMOSA I 4,0110 4.000 26 92SRAC SMILACINA RIICEMOSA 9 2b.<1J<l l. 811'1 
lo\ 94TPAL THELYPTERIS PIILUSTRIS-NOVEBO J ,o.oull 0:3.333 26 93SCAE SOLIDAGO CF CA[SIA 5 111.uoJ 1. 1,00 
Zlo l lOUHAY OICOT HENII SP AY l 25.000 25.000 26 ll5UH81 DICOT HERB SP Bl I l • .JllO I .O.l:l 
25 21\ARB AHELAl',ICHIER ARDOR EA " 8.flO'> J .1lllO 26 ll6Ulfl\l( DICOT HERB SP OK l I. o 10 I, .JGJ 
25 3CPU'4 CASTANEA PUMILA l 2,l)JJ 2.noo 27 21\AIIB AMELIINCHll:R AAl!UREA l ,.ooo 7. l.l 10 
25 5C:-!AC CHINAPHILA MIICULATA J 1.00:> 2. I)) 27 9CFLO (GANUS FLURIDA I 2.0JJ 2 .liOO 
25 7CVIR CHIONANTHUS Vl�GINICUS 2 1.000 ).500 27 I JGOAC GAYLUSSACIA RACCATA q 1'l I. CHl,) .U. 111 
25 9CFLO CORNUS FLOM I DA " ".01)(1 1.000 27 31 SAL 0 SASSAFAIIS ALRIDUM 3 4 .()():) 1 •. nJ 
25 tJr:OAC GAYLUSSACIA OACCATA 6 257.01)0 42�8H 27 J5VS Tl\ VIICCINIUM SJIIMINEUM t, I dO. OOJ J•>.J,JO 25 22LLIG LYONIA LIGUSTRll',IA 5 21). 0011 4.000 27 )(>VVAC VALCINIUM VACILLANS l) lo4',.()J'.) ,,,.2 JI 
25 28RNUO NHODODENOAON NUOIFLORUM ll 229,0UO 17,615 27 75LQUA LYSIMACHIA QUAONIFOLIA l ·' .0:11) •. IJO('I 
25 llSALB SASSAFRAS ALOIOUM 5 7.0JO 1. 400 28 2AARO AMELANCHI EA ARBOR FA ) 14.IJIM 4. t,<, 1 
25 1;vsu VACCINIUN STAMINEUH ti 0.,.000 10. 375 28 5C14AC CHIMAPHILA MIICULAJA 8 Zd,O lJ 1. SJ,l 
25 l6VVAC VACCINIUH VIICILLA�S 9 211). 00,1 2 3.} 1) 28 7CVIN C.HIONAllfltUS VINGINICUS l l.OOJ J ,•JOO 
25 HVOEN VIOURNUl4 O�NTATUM l 4,000 4.001) 28 9CFLO CO�l',IUS FLORIOA ll 71.l,OOO 6. J',4 
25 lo9AUVI AUREOLANIA VIRGINICA l 1.000 1.000 28 lOCUNI CRATA�GUS U�IFLOr-A I I .o,1J I• tlO;> 
25 51CAAX CIIMEJC SPP l 2.JOO 2,JUO 28 12l:A!4E EUONYMOUS AMERICA�US l I l. U,).) I l .l)JJ 
25 5501',JUI) OESMODIUM Cf NUOIFLORUH I 1.000 1.000 2B llGBAC GIIYLUSSACIA 8ACCIITA , 66,001) ,; .ltl'l 
25 5111)V IL OIOSCOREII VILLOSA " 15,000 J. 750 28 31 SAL A SASSAFRAS ALRIUUH J 4,00) I.JH 
25 OGCAN GEU14 CAl',IAOENSE 2 5,000 2.5JO 28 J<;V ST A VACCINIUM SJIIMIN[U� 5 11. O,IJ ',4ll0 
25 66GPU8 GOODYERA PUBESCENS l 2.01)0 .l,000 28 36VVAC VACCINIUM Vt\CILLANS 13 561.0JJ 43. I 'i4 
25 7HflA LYCOPOOIU'1 FLA�(LLIFOR"E 1 7 .ooo 1.000 28 J9VDEN VIBURNUM OENTIITUM 4 t. 00,1 l • 7 Sil 
25 170SEN ONOCLEA SENSIRILIS l 1.000 1.000 28 40VPRU VIBUMNU� PRUNIFOLIUM I l. ,1.1, J. (IJ,l 
25 91PAWX PANICUH srP WIDE LEAF l 2,000 2.000 28 55DNUll OESMODIU� Cf NUOIFLORUH 5 '•"-. 01l1J I'. tl')U 
25 82GIIAJI POIICEAE SPP " 75.001) "· 2'>0 211 580VIL DIUSCOREA VILLOSA 6 l :I. i; J l 1.l'JI) 
25 8loPBIF POLYGONAJUM RIFLOAUM 2 J.OCI> 1,500 28 59ECOR EUPHORAIA CORRUL�TA l l. I.'.) J I. •JOI) 
25 92S1!IIC SMILACINA RACEHOSII 2 it. 01.10 4,000 28 75LQUA LYSIHACHIII QUAO�IFOLIA l 36 •• ,�., 1 '.• .OllO 
25 96VPIIP VIOLA CF PAPILLIUNACEA l l. Ollll I .UJO 28 81PAWX PIINICUM SPP 1.IUE Lt:AF z 2. U•l J 1.00,1 
25 lllUHt\A DICOT HERU SP flA I 1.00,1 1.000 28 84P81F POL YGONATUM l'IILONUM 1 18 .ll,)J ... 001) 
2b 2AAfttl AMllllNCHIER ANUO�EA I 5 .Otlll '5,000 28 92 SRIIC SMILACll',IA Rll�fMUSA 4 l J,0,111 5. 7S:J 
26 JCPU-. CIISTANEII PU'1llA ) IO. O!l•l J.333 29 )CPUM CAS TANF.11 PUMILt\ J r .ooo .l. JJJ 26 5C!UL CHIHAPHILA MIICULIITII 12 5fl,000 '•. !1.ll 29 SC MAC CHIMllrHllll MACULATII 5 )l. l),).) ., • /l)l) 
26 bCU�40 CHIMAPHILA UMBELLATA l 'lo 01.)0 9.000 29 7CVIR CHIONANJHUS VIRGINICUS " I :I. Cl,,c 4. S•h.> 
26 QC FLO COR NUS FLO!! I 011 10 60.000 t,.000 29 9CFLO CORNUS FLORIDA I lo 107.0c.;J 1. f.', _, 
26 l 2E A:4E EUONYMOUS AMfRl(lll',IUS 4 91.001.l .ll,750 29 l 3GBAC GAYLUSSACIII BACCATA ) H. 000 ll.J.J) 
lb llGOAC GAYLUSSACIA RACCllfA " )4.000 <1,500 29 7lLUEl',I Lll',IOERA OEl',llOIN 2 4, ,10,1 ., • ooo 
26 ll!HHYP HYPERICUM HYPERICOIOES l 1,001) l .O•)U 29 25MRUR Mc;MUS RUBRA l l, Ovll 1.1.100 
26 2 2ll tr, LYONIA LIGUSJRINA 2 z.ooo l,01)0 29 )ORARG RUOUS SPP l l, Ol'J I ,\JOI.I 
lb 2!1RNUD RHOOOOENOMON NUOIFLORUM 2 )J.000 lt,.500 29 HSt\LO SIISSAFRAS ALRIOUM 6 lJ.OllO ..',lt,I 
lb 3l S11l8 SASSAFRAS ALBIDUM 8 15,0JO 1 • ,, rs 29 35VSTA VACCINIUM STA'41NEUM ) J�. 1)1)1) 1.: .11JJ 
26 32S11RB SOROUS IIRUUTIFOLIA l .l,000 2.000 29 36VVAC VACCINIUM VIICILLANS 7 2J!I.OJO 20. 714 
2(, 35VSTA VACCINIUM STA�INEUM 1 211.000 4,000 29 .loOVPRU VIBURNUM PNUNIFOLIUN l l. Ov•l I • J,l,> 
26 l6VVIIC VAC.CINIUM VACILLll�S 9 1�5.000 17,222 29 43USlfG UNKNOWN SHRUB G l 2 .Q(1;) ?,JOO 
lb lAVACE VIOURNUM ACENIFOLIUM 10 52.000 ,;.zoo 29 44USHH UNKNOWN SHAUB H I J,IIJJ J,JOO 
lb l'IVUE •t VIBURNUM 0£1',!JATUM 9 25,0JO 2. 778 zq 45USHI UNKNOWN SltRU8 I I I .n 11.l I ,.'.'DO 
26 loOVl'RU Vl�URNU:-1 PRUNlfOLIUM ·" 9.000 l., l.'50 29 55D�UO DESMOOIUM CF NUOIFLORUH 15 491!.0)l) JJ./OJ 
26 5 lC.ARX CIIREX SPP 6 82.00J l).<,o7 29 '50DVIL DIOSCOREII VILLOS/1 l I. o..:o I .,lUJ 
26 52CVER COREOPSIS VERTICILLAfA l 5 .ClllO !,,000 29 6lGCIA GALIUM CIRCAElANS 8 25.01,l :i. l..'5 
26 550NUO DES�OOIUM Cf NUOIFLORUH 15 l)t,.000 9, ll6 7 29 65GCIIN GEUM CANIIDENSE 4 5. 01lJ I, l',1.1 
26 56UPA"4 OESMOOIU'4 PANICULATUM l 1. 000 l.JOO 29 66GPUO GOODYERA PURFSCENS l l. 001) l. ,lllO 
lb 58\lV IL DIOSCOREA VILLOSA " ll, (l'lO 3,000 29 8IPIIWJC PANICUM srP WIUE LEAF I I • I.I l l I. •J(IJ 
26 61GCIR GIILIUM CIRCIIEZANS 2 Zl ,JJO 11.000 29 82GAIIJI POACE IIE SPP l 6.0J(l (, •• )01.l 
26 65GCAN GEUM CANAUE"4SE J 6, coo 2.000 29 84Pfllf PULYGONATU'1 BIFLOAUN 4 1 v. O,lJ z.�OJ 
26 6&GPUII GOOOYERA PUtlESCENS " 14.000 3,500 29 86PIHC POJENTILLA MlCJII 2 1. ll.l<l 3. '>l.lO 
26 68HVEN HIEMACIUM VENOSUM 2 2.000 1.000 29 92SRAC SMILACINA AACEHOSA 9 c,S.0".11) r.ul 
29 9bVPAP VIOLA CF PAP ILL lllNACEA 
29 l03UHA"I DJcor H(RB SP A"I 
29 l04UHA0 OICOT HERB SP AO 
29 105UHAP OICOT HERB SP AP 
30 2AAR8 AHELA NCHIER AR60REA 
30 S CH AC CHIHAPHILA HACULATA 
30 9CFLO CORNUS FLORIDA 
30 l3CBAC CAYLUSSACIA BACCATA 
30 28RNUO RHODODE NDRON NUDIFLORUH 
30 31 SAL 8 SASSAFRAS Al61DUM 
30 35VSU VACCINfUM STAHINE UH 
30 36VVAC VACCINIUH VACILLANS 



























STA?:D NO. RICIDIBSS 
TOTAL DI"T.:RS ITY 
DENSITY ( H' Shannon- \·liener) 
1 39 rss·z. 00000 i:b98s,;-
z 17 763.00000 1.68128 
3 28 1312.00000 l.65693 
4 ZS 2086.00000 1.21142 
5 24 1481.00000 Z.10301 
6 29 l09S.OOOOO 2.11650 
7 l 7. 809.00000 1.21200 
8 14 936.00000 l.S9230 
9 18 s21.ooooo l.479S3 
10 lS 483.00000 1. 5902 l 
ll ll 61t8.00000 l.8lloS7 
12 26 ssc;.00000 2.22no 
13 16 1426.000JO l.45070 
lit 16 633.00000 1.74190 
15 23 1036.00000 1.80823 
16 15 1594.00000 l.60t,S2 
17 10 933.00000 1.38912 
18 21t'. 1199.00000 1.80098 
19 43 2312.00000 2.41236 
20 lJ
I 1125.00000 1.83789 
21 25 lllit.00001) 2.09170 
22 21 817.00000 1.72723 
23 24 633.00000 2.21196 
Zit )0 lZt,8.00000 Z.66951 
25 26 912.00000 l.92i:175 
26 39 l09t,.00000 ).03422 
27 7 1362.00000 1. 03693 
28 19 938.00000 l.64tllo2 
29 29 1lit8.00000 2.0ZitlS 
















PART 01'-;E OF UBLE 
SPECIES CCD:S ST l ST 2 ST 3 ST t ST 5 ST 6 ST 7 ST 8 ST 9 STlO STll sn2 S'i'13 sn� S'.'15 ST lo sn1 a.Tli; 
1 ASER o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.J o.o 2 AARO o.o o.o 13.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o 3.0 o.o 1.0 2 .() )8.J IZ.O )4 •. 1 3 CPUM o.o 3.0 o.o o.o o.o z.o 12.0 o.o t,.O 1.0 o.o o.o o.o u.O 29.0 o.o ().0 o.o ,. CCAN t,.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 6.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.J o.o 0.1) 5 C14AC 19.0 t,.0 1.0 12.0 89.0 1s.o 2.0 t,.0 2.0 13.0 11. 0 9.0 t,.n l).0 11.0 Q.J o.a 5.0 6 CUMB o.o o.o o.o o.o ).Q o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.O o.o I). 0 7 CV lR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 7.0 o.o 8.0 1.0 o.o 4.0 o.o 4.0 O.J 8 CALN o.o o.o s.o o.o o.o o.o u.ll o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o Sl.O o.o 107.0 9 CfLO 76.0 2.0 37.0 66.0 5.o lt,t,.0 35.0 o.o 77.0 18.0 9.0 13.o o.o 8 .() 42.0 o.o 3.0 3.0 10 CUNJ o.o o.o o.o "·0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.'l 0.') O.J 11 EREP o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2 ). 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o ().J 12 EA14E 2)9.0 89.0 2b7.0 o.o o.o 377.0 S)b.O o.o 18.0 t,4.0 l.O Jll.O 14.0 o.o )b4.0 o.o u. J 1. 0 1) CBAC o.o 33.0 1". 0 178. 0 110.0 o.o o.o 266.0 14.0 4t,.0 133.0 21.0 6lt,.0 211.0 lb.O Zbd.O Hl.O 12. 0 1" COUM o.o o.o o.o o.o 5.0 o.o o.o o.o (). () o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.J O.J 15 CFRO o.o o.o 51.0 2.0 5.0 o.o o.o o.o s.o o.o lb8.0 o.o o.o o.o 9.0 38b.O I 3Z .o 3 70. 0 lb CTRI o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o '· o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o. ') 17 HVIII. o.o 3.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ().0 0.J 18 HHYP o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o 11.0 o.o o.o lt..O o.o o.o J.O 1.1.0 3.0 0.0 0.1) 19 IVER o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o 1.0 u.O o.o l.J 20 IC.LAT o.o o.o 1.0 t,.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o J.O 0.() i).0 o. i) O.J 21 l8EN 8.0 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o (). ) 22 LLIC o.o 1 7. 0 I). 0 o.o 38.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o 1.0 29.0 o.o o.J Q.J 23 ll .. AR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ' "· 0 o.o o.o 18.0 o.o o.o 9.0 O.J o .. , 24 MREP 327.0 313.0 722. 01"73. 0 t,5.0 t,5.0 lt,3. o Ill .O o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.() o. '.) 25 MRUB o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o 8.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ().Q o.o o.o o.o O.J 
2b MCER o.o o.o 3.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o J.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.() o.) 27 KATL o.o o.o o.o o.o 1"4. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.() o.o o.o o.o o.o 10 .(I o.o o. '.) 28 RNUO t,0. 0 18.0 2.0 o. 0 o.o o.o o.o Z09.0 o.o o.o llZ.o IOZ.O 90.0 111. J t,t,,O SI.O IJ.O S.J 29 ROSA o.o o.o o.o l. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o Q.i) 30 RARG 1. 0 o.o o.o o.o 7.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.:l J.O o.u J.o o.o 31 SALB o.o o.o o.o 13.0 52.0 s.o IS.O 7 .I) ., • 0 18.0 3.0 7. 0 ld.O 14.0 s.o 10. () 31.0 83.n 32 SARB o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 9.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 3.0 o.o c.o 33 VATR o.o o.o o.o 13.0 o.o 3.0 3.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.u 1.0 z.o O.J o.o s.u 
3" VCOR 3.0 o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 5.'J 35 VSTA o.o 1.0 4.0 133. 0 102.0 28.0 2Z .o 7.0 t,'>.0 so.o 72.0 21.0 23.0 10 •• 0 31.0 7d.() :!i>.O 119.J 
3b VVAC 27.0 223.0 29.0 121. 0 572.0 19.0 24.0 )11,0 315.0 271.0 120. 0 211,.0 542.0 IJ'l.O 3bB.O bSO.O 37u.O 403 .:i 
37 VTEL o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.J o •. , 
38 VACE o.o o.o o.o s.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 9.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.J 
39 VOEN o.o o.o o.o 13. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.() o.o o.o o.o o. :l t,.) 
t,O VPRU o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o. o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o O.ll o.o o.o o. ') 
41 USHA , • 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.O o.o o.o o. :l O.J 
4Z MTRI o.o 1.0 0.1) o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o i).J o.o O.J 
43 USHG o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o I).) 
44 USHH o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.() o.o 
45 USHI o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o .... o o.o o.o o.o O.J 
4b APUB o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1).0 o.o o.o o.o O.') 
47 ATRI o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.'.'J O.J o. ,l 
48 APLA z.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.J 
49 AUVI o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
so 8TIN o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Sl CARX 10.0 o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 3.0 o.o o.o 9.0 32.0 o.o a.a o.o o.o o.:i 
52 CVER o.o o.o o.o o.o 5.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ().0 o.o o.o o.o 0.') 
S3 CYVI o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ().0 o.o o.o o.o 
54 CACA o.o o.o o.o o.o 3.0 o.o o.o 1.0 o.o ).0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.u o.o 1.0 
S5 ONUO 13.0 1.0 27.0 b.O o.o 50.0 1. 0 o.o 5.0 4.0 o.o 3'o.O o.o 1.0 )5.0 o.o o.o O.'l 
5b OPAN 1.0 o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 4.0 o.o 2.0 o.o 1.0 1).0 o.o o.o o.o 
S7 OROT o.o o.o o.o lo.O o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o o.o O.ll o.o o.o 
SB OVJL ]8.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1).0 o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.() 
S9 ECOR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o .o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.u o.o O.J 
60 f VlR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.J O.J 
61 CCIR 6b.O o.o 2.0 o.o o.o 2b3.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
74 
bZ GPIL o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o .i.,1 o.o o.n •J. J u.O O.J v •. ) J.O J.J J .. , 0. ·) t,3 GT IN o.o o.o o.o o·. o o.o o.o J. o o.·i o.o u.u '). 0 1).l.J o. I) ·;. u ll.J •l.) ,) • J G. J b4 GALX (). 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o J. u o.o o.o o. r. 11. 0 o.o l). u 1).1) o.u ) . ·) J.J (I. J t.S GCAI-I 1. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 20.0 O.u o. u o.u o.,, u.o o. 0 J.O "· J O.J J.) ·l.O O.'l t,t, GPUB 4. 0 ". 0 o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o u.O o.o o.o o.o O.J ,1. J lJ.I) ,1.U u. lJ b1 AVII\ 109.0 29.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 12.0 n. ri o.o o.u 5.ll o.o o.o o.o l1. U J.J I). J b8 t<VEN o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o (). 0 1.0 o.o ().J o.o ll.U 1) .. J ().1) b9 HC.AE o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u. 0 o.o u. <J o.o o.u C.v ).J 70 HPUR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.u o.o o.o o.o O.J o.o o.o o. J O.J 71 IV-14 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o t..o o.o 0.(1 o.o o.o o.o I, .o o.o l.O o.o 1.J 72 ISOV o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o U.CI o.o n.o 1.0 v.O o.o 0.1) 1).0 o. ,) 73 LFLA o.o o.o 9.0 o.o o.u o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o II .0 o.o r.o o.o o.u 7" LLAN o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o u.u o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o O.u o. () 75 LOUA o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0. I) o.o 2 • .:> 71, MVIR o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.t: o.o o.o o.u o.u 1.0 2. J o.o O.J 77 CSE�, 5.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 78 OC IN o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o z.o o.o o.u o.o o.u o.o o.o 79 OSTR 39.0 o.o 6.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.O o.o o.u ().;') o.o 80 PANX o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 3.0 o.o b.O o.o o.o 3.0 o.o n.o l.U o.o o.o o.o n.o 81 PAWX 205.0 o.o 4.0 3.0 o.o 15. 0 I). 0 o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.1 o.o o.o 0.1) 1.0 82 GP.AX 223. 0 o.o 18.0 4. 0 151.0 · 16. () J.O ... () 5.o 1. J o.o o.o lb.O o.c o.o 2.0 o.o l?.O 83 PPEL 9.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 19.0 1.0 o.:> o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o o.o o.o o.o 0. () 84 PBIF 155.0 8.0 4. 0 18.0 9.0 o.o 3.0 o.o 8.0 ).0 o.o 3.0 t,. 0 2.0 1.0 0.'1 3.J J.1 85 PACR 11 b. 0 o.o 53.0 1. 0 o.o o.o 2.J o.o o.o O.J o.o 21.1., o.o u.c o.o O.v o. () 0 •. ) 86 PREC. o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.J o.o o.o 0,0 o.u ll.\J 0,J 
87 POTA 1. 0 o.o ).0 o.o o.o 2.0 o.u 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o J.O o.o o.o J ,\) O.J I.J 
88 PALB 3.0 o.o o.o 2.0 o.o 1.0 o.o o.u o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.u o.o O.l' J.U O.J 
89 PAQU o.o o.o o.o o.o Jb.O o.o o.o o.o ll.O o.o 0.() o.o o.o o.u o.o 0 .'l I). J C. ,) 
90 RREC 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o J.O o.o o.o O.J 
91 SELi o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1. 0 o.o o.o o.u o • ..i O.J 
92 SRAC 54.0 o.o z.o b.O o.o o.o 3.0 o.o o.o 2.0 o.o 8,0 o.o 1,0 13.0 o.u 0,) 1. 0 
93 SCAE 1.0 o.o 4.0 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 5.0 o. o u.o I, o (),() o.o \).) 
94 TPAL 51.0 o.o 20.0 o.o 11, 0 o.o o.o o.u o.o o.o o.o 10.0 o.o u.o $.0 v,U o.,J c.o 
95 UPER o.o o. () o.o o.o o.o 23.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o Zl .o o.o o .r [J,J o.o 
96 VPAP 11. 0 o.o 2.0 o.o o.o 9.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 4.0 o.o u.o o.c; u.u u.o o.o 
97 UHt.A 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o o.o ll .J J.O 0.0 
98 UHAC z.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o .:i.o O.v J.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
99 UHAE 3.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.:i o.o o.o o.o O.J 
100 UHAO 4. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.c O.ll u.o o.o 0,J o.� o.o 
101 UHAG o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o n.n Cl.O O.J 0.0 o.o O.P o.o 0.1 
102 UHAK z.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o o.o n.o o.o o.o o.o o.o J. (J o.u o • .; u.O o.o 
103 UHAN o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o. cl u.o o.u ,,.u J.O o.o 
104 UHAO o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.u o.o "·"' o.o o.o 
105 UHAP o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.u o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.v o.o o.u 
10b UHAQ o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.c o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.n o.o 3.0 
107 UHAS o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o z.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o u.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o u.u o.o 0.0 
108 UHAT o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o J.O o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
109 UHAV o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o J.O o.o o.o o.o 
110 U'1AY o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.u o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.J J.J o.o 
111 UHBA o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0. o o.o o.u o.o o.u 
112 UHBB o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1).0 o.o o.o o.o o.u o.o u.n o.o o.o 
113 UHBC o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o. 0 o.u o.o o.u o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.1) o.o o.o 
114 UHtlD o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.n o.o 0.0 
115 UHBI o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.ll (l.0 o.o o.o o.o o • .: u.o 0 .:) 
lib UHBK o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.v 0.1) o . .:> 
11 7 UIIBM o.o O.u o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.1) o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o 
118 UHBN o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o .>.o O.J u.o o.o o.u o.o 0.0 
l 19 UHtlO o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o "· 0 
120 UHBP o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.\J o.o (). 0 
121 UHBQ o.u o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ll.O .i.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.u o.o O.:J o.o n.o 
122 UHBR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.u o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o u.o o.o O.ll o.o o.o 
123 UHBS o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o • .:i o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
124 UHBT o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.:) u.o o.o J.u o.o o.u o. <) u.o 1).0 O.u 0.1) O.J 
lZS FERF o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o • .:i il.O O.C' o.o 1).0 0.0 u.u o.o o. (' u.o o.o 
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PART Two OF TABLE 
SPECIES CuDE ST19 ST20 ST21 ST22 ST23 STZi. ST25 ST26 ST27 ST28 sn9 ST)O TOTAL 
l ASER o.o o.o o.o s.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.n o.o o. 0 5.0 u.o o.o O.u o.o 2 AARB o.o 12.0 3.0 ... o 8.0 3.0 e.o 5.0 7.0 14.0 o.o 7.0 17 5.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 3 CPUM 1.0 o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o 2.0 10.0 o.o o.o 7. 0 o.o 72.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o .. CCAN 7.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o. o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o l 7. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 5 CMAC 22.0 o.o 59.0 ,..o o.o 7.0 7.0 S8.o u.o 28.0 31.0 1.0 "31. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o b CU"18 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 9.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 12.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.1) 7 CVIR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 7.0 o.o o.o 3.0 18.0 o.o �3.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 8 CALN o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o lb 5. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 9 CFLO ,.b. 0 o.o 1.0 12.0 2.0 21>.0 ... o bO.O 2.0 70.0 107.0 9.0 877.0 o.o o.o o.o u.v 10 (UNI 1. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o b.O o.o '>.O o.o o.o 11 EREP o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ().0 o.o o.o 21.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 12 EAME Sb9.0 11.0 b2.0 o.o 9.0 o.o o.o 91.0 o.o 12. 0 o.u o. 02743. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.u 13 CA�C b.O lOl. 0 25S.O 21>7.0 IOb.O lbl.O 257.o l4.0 721.0 bb.O 3lo.O 88lo.052l5.0 u.o o.o c.o o.o I lo CDU"I o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o u.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 5.0 o.o o.o o.o u.o 15 CFRO o.o 509.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.Olbl7.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o lb GTR I o.o o.o o.o o.o ... o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ... 0 o.o o.o 1,).0 o.o 17 HVIR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o J.O o.o o.o o.o o.o 18 HHYP 1.0 o.o 3.0 o.o o.o o.o O.D l. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o t,3.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 19 I VER s.o o.o o.o 3.0 10.0 3.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 25.0 O.J o.o o.o o.o 20 KlAT o.o o.o o.o o.o· o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 5.0 u.o o.o o.o o.o 21 LBEN o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ... o o.o 15.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 22 lllG h.O o.o 3J.O 10. 0 I. 0 37.0 20.0 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 203.0 o.o o.o o.v il.O 
23 LMAR o.o o.o 1.0 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 35.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
MREP bb2.0 171.0 21.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.04033.0 o.o o.o o. 0 J.O 
25 MRUB 1.0 o.o o.o O.D o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 u.o 11. 0 o.o o.o ().J u.o 
2b MCER o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 3.0 o.o ').O o.o o.o 
27 RA TL o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 154. 0 o.o o.o O.u o.o 
28 RNUO o.o o.o ,.9.0 199.0 120.0 ,.2.0 229. 0 33.0 o.o o.o o.o 15.01501.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
29 ROSA o.o o.o o.o o.o 9.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 10.0 o.o u.o o.o v.O 
30 RARG 2s.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o 34.0 o.o o.o o.o o.,J 
31 SALB o.o l.O 29.0 2.0 20.0 29. 0 7.0 15.0 4.0 4.0 11.0 llo.O .. 29.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 
32 SARB o.o 31.0 o.o b.O 8.0 19.0 o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 82.0 o.o o.o O.J o.o 
33 VATR o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 4 l. 0 o.o o.o J.O o.o 
3" VCOR o.o lob.O 2.0 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o se.o o.o O.J o.o o •. J 
35 vsu 1.0 S7.0 lb. 0 20.0 8.0 12.0 83.0 2a.o 180.0 17.0 31>.0 l27.0IS17.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
lb VVAC 75.0 8lo.O ,.23.0 232.0 199.0 2b8.0 210.0 155.0 lo45.0 Std. 0 208. 0 502.08115.0 o.o o.o o.o v.O 
37 VTEL 9.0 o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o lb.O o.o o.o o.o o.o 
38 VACE b.O o.o o.o o.o o.o SB. 0 o.o 52.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 130.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
39 VDEN o.o 33.0 o.o lb.O 31.0 o.u ... o 25.0 o.o 1.0 o.o o.o 137.0 o.o o.o o.v o.o 
loO VPRU o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 9.0 o.o 3.0 1.0 o.o l 7 .o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
lol USHA o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o o.o o.o o.o c.o 1.0 o.o u.O 0.0 o.o 
lo2 MTRI o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 9.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
"3 USHG o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.v o.o o.o 2.0 o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o "" USHH o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o J.:J o.o 3.0 o.o o.o o.o o.u 
loS USHI o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1. 0 o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o O.J 
lob APUB 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o 0,0 o.o 
.. 7 ATRI Slo.O o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o S4.0 o.o o.o O.J n.o 
,.8 APLA o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.u 
t,9 AUVI 15.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o lb.O o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 
50 BTI N o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
SI C ARX 112.0 o.o 40.0 8.0 25.0 116.0 2.0 82.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 4"1.0 o.o 1).0 o.o o.o 
52 CVER 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o- 2.0 o.o 5.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 12.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
SJ CYVI o.o o.o o.o o.o ·o.o o.o o.o o.u o.o o.o o.o o.o 1. 0 o.o o.o c,.o o.o 
Slo CACA o.o e.o 11.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 8.0 ,.1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
55 ONUD b1.0 o.o 3.0 o.o b,0 s.o 1.0 llb.O o.o ..... 0 lo98.0 o.o 943. 0 o.o o.o O.Cl o.o 
Sb OPAN o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 11.0 o.u o.o o.o o.o 
57 OROT o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ... 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
58 DYil 10.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 13.0 15.0 12.0 o.o ld.O 1. 0 o.o 109.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
S9 ECOR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o l. 0 u.O o.o o.o o.o 
bO f VIR 1. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1. 0 o.o o.o o.a o.a 
bl GCIR 10.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 22.0 o.o o.o 25.0 o.o 388,U o.o o.o o.o o.o 
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t,l liP IL o.o o.o o.o o.o 20.J o.o u. J o.o o.o O.u o.o o.o zo.o I).:> o.u J. j ,J. J bl GTI N o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.u o.o o.o o.o O.J .!. 0 J.0 o.o U.J J.o 1,4 GALX o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 3.0 o.o o.o o.� ).O 65 GCA"l 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o s.o o.O J.o ().0 5.0 o.o 39.() o.o o.o O.J O.J b6 GPUB 13.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 .l.O 14.0 o.o o.o 1.0 o.o 4 l. 0 J.O c.o u.o o.o 67 AVIR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.J 155.0 o.o o.o o.u o.a 68 HVEN o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.u 2.0 ().0 o.o u.o u. 0 ).0 J.O o.o o.o O.J 69 HCAE o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 3. 0 l).O o.o o.o o.o 70 HPUR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 14.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 14.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 71 1 V-11 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.J A.O o.o o.u O • .J o.o 72 lSOV 1.0 o.o 11.0 o.o o.o 10.0 o.o I. 0 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 24.() o.o o.o o.o o.o 
73 LfLA o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 O.,J o.o 1).0 o.o 1).0 1�.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
74 LLAI; o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 4.0 0,0 o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o 4.0 o.o o.o o.o O.J 75 LQUA o.o o.o 17.0 1.0 25.0 108.0 o.o 5.0 3.0 36,0 o.o o.o 197.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 76 IIVIR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 10.0 o.o o.o O.J u.o 
77 OSEN o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.1) 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 6.0 o.o o.o o. 'J o.o 78 OCJi; o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o O.J o.o 79 OSTR o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 45.0 1).0 o.o 0. I) o.o 80 PANX o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 69. 0 0,0 JZ.O o.o o.o o.o o.o I 41. 0 o.o o.o o.o O.J 81 PAWX a.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 6.0 z.o 56.0 o.o 2.0 I, 0 o.o 305.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 82 GRAX 122. 0 57.0 45. 0 11. 0 o.o 70.0 25.0 35.0 o.o o.o b.O o.o 83.J.O o.o o.o o.u o.o 83 PPEL o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 29.0 I). 0 o.o G.J u.u 84 PBIF 90.0 o.o o.o 4·. 0 2.0 10.0 3.0 29.0 o.o 29.0 10.0 0,0 3'19.J I). 0 o.o u.o J.J 
85 PACR 15.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 215,0 ..i.o o.o o.o (),0 
86 PREC o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 7.0 0.1) ,.o o.o o.o o.,) J,O 
87 POTA 31,0 o.o 2.0 0,0 o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 40,0 o.o o.o O.J o.o 
88 PALS t,, 0 o.o 1.0 o.o o.o 5,0 o.o z.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 20.0 o.o o.o o.u O.J 
89 PAQU o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o lo,O o.o o.o u.o o.o 
90 RREC o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o 0 .-) O.J 
91 SEL I o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o 2.0 o.o 5,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o a.o J.O o.o ().I) o.o 
92 SRAC 160.0 o.o 3.0 o.o o.o 4.0 9.0 Zo.O 0,0 23.0 65.J o.o 37S.O o.o o.o 0 .,J J,:> 
93 SCAE J,O o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 18.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 40,0 O.J o.o O,J J.J 
94 TPAL 0,0 o.o 0,0 o.o 15.0 70.1) o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 182,0 o.o o.o o.u o.o 
95 UPER 101. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o l4b.O o.o o.o 0. ·J o.o 
96 VPAP 12.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o 0,0 o.o 31.0 o.o 70,0 o.o o.o u.o o.o 
97 UHAA o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.� 0,0 1. O o.o o.o J.O u.o 
98 UHAC o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o z.o o.o o.o O.J o.o 
99 UHAE o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o 3.1) o.o o.o J.J 0.1) 
100 UHAO o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 4.0 J.O o.o 0.() u.u 
101 UHAG o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
102 UHAK o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2,0 o.o o.o J.J o.o 
103 UHAN o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 5.0 0,0 5.0 o.o o.o O.J o.o 
104 UHAO o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 3.0 o.o 3,J o.o o.o 0 ,,J O.J 
105 UHAP o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 23.0 o.o 23,0 O.J o.o u.o 0.0 
106 UHAO o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o . o.o o.o o.o o.o 3.0 o.o o.o O.J 0.0 
107 UHAS o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.O o.o ll.O a.o 2,0 o.o o.o ().0 o.o 
108 UHAT o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o I, 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
109 UHAV o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o. (J o.o . o.o o.o o.o o.o 2,0 o.o o.o 0 ,() o.o 
110 UHAY o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 25,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2;.o o.o o.o ..i.o o.o 
111 UHBA o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o 1),0 o.o o.o I. 0 () .o o.o O.J o.o 
112 UHBB o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 O.J o.o J,I) o.o 
Ill UHBC o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.J o.o 1.0 o.u o.o o.u o.o 
114 UHBO o.o 0,0 o.o o.o 1,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o I) .o 1).0 
115 UHBI 0,0 o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 o.o 0.1) 1,0 0,0 u.O o.o ·O.O 1.0 o.o O.J 0.() o.o 
116 UH8K o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
117 UHS" o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
118 UHBi; 1,0 o.o o.o o. 0. o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o 1,0 o.o o.o O,J J.O 
119 UHllO 8,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.1) o.o o.o o.o o.o u.O 8.0 0,0 o.o o.o o.o 
120 UHBP 4. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 4,0 J,O o.o 0.,1 o.o 
121 UHBO l. 0 o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o IJ,0 o.o o.o I, 0 o.c o.o o.n o.o 
122 UHBR o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o u.O o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 J.O o.o O.J o.o 
123 UHSS 1,0 o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o 0.0 I) • .) J.0 
124 UHBT o.o o.o o.o 3,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 3.0 o.o o.o o.·> o.o 
12 5 FERF o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2,0 o.o o.o o.o 1).0 
APPENDIX E 
There was little variation in soil tests between the high and low 
areas within stands, except in� stands. Stand 29 was located 
adjacent to a heavily grazed pasture and the low area that received 
runoff fran this pasture had higher cnncentrations of calcium, magnesilll!l 
and potash than the adjacent uplands. As ooth calcium and magnesium 
which are present in l.irrestone are subject to loss fran the soil by 
runoff (Brady 1974), the higher concentrations in the lowland soils is 
apparently a result of limestone application and nmoff from the 
pasture. The high potash may also have been a result of the pasture 
runoff fran CC1-IJ IT\cll1ure and fertilizer. 
In stand 24, the vegetation transect was severely disturbed by 
logging just after the vegetation sarrpling so that the soil was 
sarrpled in an alternate location in the starrl. The l�.1land soil in 
the alternate location had higher calcium and magnesium concentrations 
than the upland soil, and it is not known whether these concentrations 
are canparable to those on the vegetation transect. 
Because of the questionable nature of the soil results in stands 
24 and 29, only the upland values were used in the analyses. The 
lowland canprised only 15 percent of the transect in stand 24 and 
less than half of the transect in stand 29, so that the lowland values 
were not representative of the whole stands. 
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